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ABSTRACT  



 

 xi 

All of the information necessary to reproduce a living organism is contained in 

the DNA of its genome. Within the genomic sequence, there are subsequences called 

genes that are transcribed into RNA and translated into proteins which control cellular 

function. The genomes of many different organisms, including human, have already been 

sequenced and many more are currently in progress. Also, there are concurrent projects 

to annotate the genes from these genomes. Once annotated, cross-species comparisons of 

both gene sequence and gene annotation terms are possible, which can facilitate 

knowledge discovery. This dissertation introduces our work in this area. For example, 

our newly-developed refined repetitive sequence searches were used to identify a 

potentially new phase-variable site in Haemophilus influenzae based on information 

previously reported from Helicobacter pylori. 

The genome of an organism is inherited from its parents and is, in turn, passed on 

to its descendants. Determinative DNA sequences, both intragenic and intergenic, are 

often very highly conserved between diverging species over time. In fact, many of these 

sequences have been exactly conserved in multiple species throughout evolution. Once 

these sequences can be comprehensively identified in a set of genomes, they can be 

studied in more detail. This dissertation introduces our work in this area as well. For 

instance, several previously unreported long identical multi-species elements (LIMEs) 

were identified and studied in mammals. Also, the comprehensive set of LIMEs in six 

large plant genomes are identified and extensively characterized in terms structure, 

function and evolution. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Overview 

Computational biology is a relatively new field that is currently undergoing very 

rapid advances. At its core, it is fundamentally different from biology in that computers 

are man-made whereas biological organisms are not. This makes biological science much 

more of a ‘black box’ than computer science. For instance, elemental questions like 

identifying all genes involved in a cellular pathway may not have a definitive, conclusive 

answer after many years of investigation. Orthologous genes only add to the complexity 

since they are homologous genes that are descended from a common ancestor, but they 

have evolved differently and have possibly obtained different functions. Questions such 

as cross-species congruity with regard to gene function are only beginning to be 

answered, with the help of computational biology [1]. This chapter gives a brief overview 

of some of the current state-of-the-art genomic DNA search algorithms and argues for 

concurrent searches of the accompanying gene annotation data in order to increase the 

fecundity of cross-species searches. It also introduces recent work into the area of exactly 

matching DNA (ultraconserved) sequences in multiple genomes. Our work in this area 

includes developing a new method to comprehensively identify all exact matches in 

multiple sets of genomes. This method is then used to make several important discoveries 

in both mammals and plants. 
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1.2 Current Genomic DNA Sequence Searches 

Many algorithms have been developed recently that search DNA sequences 

looking for various types of subsequences [5, 7, 8, 16, 24, 38, 41, 48, 52, 59]. All of these 

algorithms were developed to help life science researchers efficiently and accurately find 

short segments of DNA within entire genomes. Some search for short tandem nucleotide 

repeat (STNR) sequences that are commonly found throughout the genomes of higher 

organisms [5, 7, 16, 24, 38, 48, 52]. Others search for variable length tandem repeats 

(VLTR) and multi-period tandem repeats (MPTR) [41]. Most of them require that the 

sequence be repeated at least a few times in order to guarantee being detected and all of 

them require that the repeat be of a certain minimum length. Many of the algorithms can 

identify repeats without a priori knowledge of the repeat pattern. They do this by 

identifying short segments of DNA, termed words, and then manipulating the properties 

of these words as a process moves down the length of the sequence. A word’s properties 

include, for instance: location, distance to the nearest identical word, and Hamming 

distance [9] to similar words. Once the process is finished, the results are displayed with 

accompanying statistics. Each new search must proceed from the beginning of the 

sequence. 

Ning, Cox, and Mullikin [59] have developed a different type of algorithm called 

‘Sequence Search and Alignment by Hashing Algorithm’, SSAHA, that stores 

information about the locations of DNA words into a hash table. During a homology 

search, these locations are sorted and then examined for a series of numbers that are 

word-length apart. Since the hash map is in main memory, this search can be quite fast. 

For instance, a search through 2.7 GBases of DNA took only 2.20 seconds per query on 
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average while searching for homology with 177 query sequences (104,755 total bases). 

However, in this experiment, the system required a minimum homology of 2k - 1 bases 

(where the word size k = 10) to guarantee a match. Furthermore, under no circumstances 

can the SSAHA algorithm find matches for sequence lengths less than k. Also, since the 

hash map is in main memory, scaling becomes a problem for multiple species searches. 

In addition to SSAHA, other algorithms employ a static index of the database to 

speed retrievals. For instance, BLAT [47] is very effective for aligning mRNA and 

genomic DNA taken from the same species. It uses an index of non-overlapping length k 

DNA words and their positions in the database to find short matching sequences that can 

be extended into longer matches. As with the SSAHA algorithm, BLAT cannot locate 

hits smaller than length k. Also, BLAT excludes from the index k-mers that occur too 

often as well as k-mers containing ambiguity codes in order to reduce the number of 

initial matches to extend. This practice improves performance at the cost of missing some 

hits. 

The MICA [77] search algorithm stores the locations of overlapping k-mers into a 

hash table for rapid retrieval. For a search query q, where |q| < k bases, the algorithm adds 

(k - |q|) Ns to the query to make it length k and then it searches for the degenerate query. 

It can process degenerate queries to a point but, according to the paper, it will revert to a 

‘brute force’ search if there is too much degeneracy. This may create a very slow search 

if, for instance, the hash map of a 100,000,000+ bp chromosome were made with 7-mers 

and searched with a 3 bp query. 

The FLASH [22] and TEIRESAIS [67] algorithms were designed to manage 

mismatches between a query sequence and sequences in the database. FLASH uses a 
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strategy where non-contiguous DNA words are concatenated and then indexed. The 

algorithm generates a very large number of concatenated DNA words from each portion 

of an original string. TEIRESAIS was built to discover patterns in biological sequences 

by scanning input sequences to locate the set of all patterns with at least a minimal 

support level. Then, it builds larger patterns by matching prefixes and suffixes of patterns 

in the initial set. However, like the SSAHA algorithm, scaling becomes a problem for 

FLASH and TEIRESAIS for multiple species searches. 

While accuracy and efficiency are important to life science researchers, they 

undoubtedly would like to do more than just locate their query sequences. For example, 

suppose a researcher knows the sequence of a transcription factor binding site and wishes 

to search through several species to see what genes this factor might be controlling. 

Current algorithms could easily generate tens of thousands of hits but leave the researcher 

with weeks of additional work in order to locate more specific information. If, however, 

the researcher also had an idea about possible annotation terms that would accompany 

specific genes of interest, then they could substantially narrow the search results by 

simultaneously searching for those terms. The expected results would be all genes that 

contain both the sequence and the annotation terms. This would add value to the search 

and help the researcher to understand a biological meaning in the results. 

In Chapter 2, a search algorithm is presented based on a unique and fast hash 

function that can search for a query sequence of any length in any number of genomic 

sequences. Like most other recent search algorithms, this algorithm uses the properties of 

DNA words, or more specifically their location. An information retrieval function has 

also been incorporated into the hash structure for fast retrieval of the annotation data that 
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accompanies genomic sequences. This can possibly help facilitate knowledge discovery 

through cross-species conservation of sequences. 

 

1.3 Long Identical Multi-Species Elements 

Determinative DNA sequences are often very highly conserved between divergent 

species throughout evolution [13, 35, 84]. Exactly matching (ultraconserved) DNA 

sequences have 100% conservation between species. They have been found in both plant 

and animal species and their precise functions are under investigation. Ultraconserved 

sequences common to several different mammalian species have been studied previously. 

For instance, Bejerano et al. found 481 ultraconserved sequences longer that 200 bp that 

are common to human, mouse and rat. They found that many of these sequences in 

human map to chromosomal regions in close proximity to genes involved in the 

regulation of transcription and development. Furthermore, some either overlap exons or 

map to introns of genes involved in RNA processing but most are in non-protein-coding 

regions. In fact, some map to regions that are sparsely populated by genes, or gene 

deserts. It has been demonstrated that these regions have been under an extreme negative 

selective pressure throughout evolution [45]. Thus, they appear to be highly 

determinative elements of each genome but their function (or functions) remains an 

enigma. 

Previous reports [13] have identified ultraconserved elements via Blastz 

alignments [71, 72] between orthologous regions of each genome. This approach has the 

potential to miss exact matches elsewhere in the genome if the regions being aligned 

lack sufficient homology. Also, the alignment algorithm’s input parameters (gap 
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penalty, substitution matrix, etc.) may adversely effect the outputted alignments in and 

around the elements. Another approach that has been developed uses suffix arrays [25]. 

Since this approach does not require sequence alignments, it claims to be able to find all 

elements within a set of genomes. However, our results with the same human, mouse 

and rat builds will show several additional exact matches that were not reported. 

Conclusively identifying each and every exact match common among multiple genomes 

is essential to the development of a complete map of the genomes. Such a map will help 

reveal latent clues to the evolution and function (or functions) of these sequences and 

will be an invaluable asset to many different types of genomic studies concerning 

phylogeny, ontogeny, epigenetics and many others. 

In Chapter 3, we present a new hash map approach that guarantees identifying all 

exact matches greater than or equal to a predefined length. Hash maps are data structures 

that associate keys with values and, in this work, keys are based on short (8 bp) DNA 

sequences while values consist of every location of a key within a sequence. A major 

advantage to using hash maps is their speed. We demonstrate the utility of our approach 

by applying it to the previously mentioned case study of human, mouse and rat. The 

results include several new examples of exact matches having one copy per genome. 

There are also two new types of elements reported: elements having multiple copies in at 

least one genome and elements consisting of simple repeat patterns. Some elements are in 

non-syntenic regions and since “ultraconserved” has commonly been associated with 

“syntenic” in the literature, we define a new term “long identical multi-species element 

(LIME)” to encompass all types of exact matches. 
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1.4 Long Identical Multi-Species Elements in Plant Genomes 

While hundreds of ultraconserved elements (UCEs, i.e., genomic sequences that 

are 100% identical and located in syntenic positions in at least two genomes) have been 

found in animal genomes, little is known about the incidence of ultraconservation in plant 

genomes. Using the method developed in Chapter 3, we have comprehensively identified 

all 26,176 Long Identical Multi-species Elements (LIMEs) of at least 100 base pairs (bp) 

that are shared by at least two of six plant genomes, and may or may not be located in 

syntenic regions. Among these elements are 47 shared by all six genomes. We provide a 

taxonomy of LIMEs, including the description of 25,066 unique LIMEs (by sequence) 

containing one or two repetitive sequence motifs of 2-7 bp. Among the thousands of 

possible short motifs of this type, it is striking that only twelve motifs occur in the 

LIMEs, and no longer motifs are found. Furthermore, we find LIMEs that occur in 

multiple copies in a genome and are often spread across multiple chromosomes. The 

functional annotation of the plant LIMEs reveals their remarkable diversity; some are 

found near the ribosomal DNA genes, transposons, and enzymes, while others are located 

in non-coding DNA. There are likely to be several mechanisms responsible for the 

origins of plant LIMEs, including transferring generic material from organellar to nuclear 

genomes, de novo sequence manufacturing, and strong purifying selection. The findings, 

described in Chapter 4, raise the important question of whether plant and animal UCEs 

share common evolutionary mechanisms. 
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2. Refined Repetitive DNA Sequence Searches 

 

2.1 Overview 

Searching for small tandem/disperse repetitive DNA sequences streamlines many 

biomedical research processes. For instance, whole genomic array analysis in yeast has 

revealed 22 PHO-regulated genes [60]. The promoter regions of all but one of them 

contain at least one of the two core Pho4p binding sites: CACGTG and CACGTT. In 

humans, microsatellites play a role in a number of rare neurodegenerative diseases such 

as spinocerebellar ataxia type 1 (SCA1) [11]. SCA1 is a hereditary neurodegenerative 

disease caused by an expanded CAG repeat in the coding sequence of the gene. In 

bacterial pathogens, microsatellites are proposed to regulate expression of some virulence 

factors [12, 29, 68]. For example, bacteria commonly generate intra-strain diversity 

through phase variation which is strongly associated with virulence determinants. A 

recent analysis of the complete sequences of the Helicobacter pylori strains 26695 and 

J99 has identified 46 putative phase-variable genes among the two genomes through their 

association with homopolymeric tracts and dinucleotide repeats [68]. These examples 

point out how life scientists are increasingly interested in studying the function of small 

sequences of DNA. However, current search algorithms often generate thousands of 

matches, most of which are irrelevant to the researcher. 

In this chapter, a time-efficient algorithm is developed to locate these small 

segments of DNA in multiple species and concurrently to mine the annotation data 

accompanying the sequence. This can possibly help facilitate knowledge discovery 
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through cross-species conservation of sequences. The algorithm is also space-efficient in 

terms of main memory requirements. 

 

2.2 Preliminaries 

To count in radix 10, the first ten digits are referred to as the ‘ones’ digits. Then, a 

placeholder is added called the ‘tens’ digit and the cycle is repeated for the ‘ones’ digits. 

After cycling through all of the ‘tens’ digits, a ‘hundreds’ digit is added and so forth. 

Counting in radix 4 is analogous to counting in radix 10 except that there are only four 

digits per cycle. 

The conversion function 

 

m A( ) =1,  m T( ) = 2,  m G( ) = 3,  m C( ) = 4  maps DNA 

nucleotides into digits. Then, a sequence of nucleotides can be converted into a number 

by applying the general positional number system conversion function to sequence 

 

Q = q0q1q2...qQ −1{ } as follows: 

∑
−

=

⋅=
1||

0
)()(

Q

i

iriqmQf
 

Eq. 2.1 

  

where m  is the conversion function, q  is a nucleotide from sequence Q , and r  is the 

radix. This conversion differs slightly from the usual number system conversion because 

zero is not used in order to achieve a one-to-one mapping between a DNA sequence and 

the radix 10 number system. If ( ) 0A =m , then the conversion function could not 

distinguish between a single A and a string of A’s. Table 2-1 lists twenty sequences and 

their corresponding radix 10 numbers. One caveat to the DNA conversion is the left-to-
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right procession down the DNA sequence instead of the usual right-to-left number system 

conversion. This is for coding convenience. 

 

Table 2-1 Conversions between DNA sequences and the radix 10 number system 
 

SEQ NUMBER SEQ NUMBER SEQUENCE NUMBER SEQUENCE NUMBER 
A 1 (C)3 84 AATGCT 3,301 GCTCACTG 62,003 
C 4 (A)4 85 AGTGTCA 8,941 GGGAGGTGAA 388,991 

(A)2 5 (C)4 340 ATGGGGT 12,281 GGGCGGAATT 679,999 
(C)2 20 (A)5 341 GTAGATAA 23,003 GTTTCCTGCG 1,111,211 
(A)3 21 (C)5 1,364 GCGGCTGA 32,003 GCTAAAAGGC 1,299,827 

 

2.3 Obtaining Sequence and Annotation Data 

Sequences and annotation data [34] from the National Center for Biotechnology 

Information NCBI [82] were used. When available, genomic sequence from a FASTA 

nucleic acid file (*.fna) and annotation data from a protein table file (*.ptt) were used. 

Human genomic sequence data from build 34.2 was obtained from the BLAST database 

in FASTA format [73]. Human annotation data for this build was obtained from two 

different files. The file named gene.q contained the gene annotation which was listed by 

GeneID. The file named seq_gene.md listed the beginning and ending locations along a 

chromosome for each GeneID. 

 

2.4 Constructing the Hash Table 

Sequences in the database are preprocessed as follows. The sequence is numbered 

from zero to sequence length l minus one. The algorithm begins at nucleotide (or base) 

zero and proceeds to base l-k  where k is the desired subsequence ‘word’ length. At each 

base, the algorithm counts up k consecutive bases to make a k-word. Then, it converts the 
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word into an integer key via Eq. 2.1. If the sequence has n bases, then there are n – k + 1 

keys in the sequence. The location of each key is the number of bases from the beginning 

of the sequence to the first nucleotide of the word that made the key. Therefore, the 

locationkey  ,  pair describes each word along the length of the sequence and, for this 

application, the protein identifier (PID) of the nearest gene to the word is also added. For 

human sequences, PIDs came from the seq_gene.md file while for other sequences they 

came from the *.ptt file. As explained in the following paragraphs, a hash table file stores 

PIDlocation  ,  pairs while a corresponding index file stores information about the hash 

table and is accessed via the key. 

The database contains a set of sequences SetN =  },…, ,{ 21 NSSS  where si  is the ith 

chromosome sequence in the set. Each si has two associated files, a list  of 

PIDlocation  ,  pairs and an array of offsets  into iL . There are k4  bins in , one 

for each of the k4  possible k-words. The PIDlocationkey , ,  tuples generated from si 

are first sorted by key and then, within each key, are sorted by location. After sorting, the 

algorithm writes each PIDlocation  ,  pair into iL  and counts the number of pairs written 

for each key. This information is written into  according to the following format: 

 

key|offset,occurrences,bytes,numbersize 

 

where key is derived from Eq. 2.1, offset is the starting position within  of the first 

PIDlocation  ,  pair for the key, occurrences is the number of PIDlocation  ,  pairs for 

iL

iA iA

iA

iL
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the key, bytes is the number of bytes written into iL  for the key, i.e. the hash bin size, and 

numbersize is the size in bytes for each location and PID. Therefore, offset plus bytes 

equals offset for the next key, as is illustrated in Figure 2-1. Each line of iA  is extended 

with blank spaces on the right to an appropriately large number (we use 30) so that all 

lines have the same length. In this way, when using  as an index into , the correct 

line to read can be derived directly from the key, see lines 3, 4, and 16 of the search 

algorithm in Section 2.6. Using larger k-words during preprocessing will increase the size 

of iA  but will not change the size iL . It will, however, decrease the size of each hash bin 

within iL . 

To distinguish between locations and PIDs within , one can either use 

delimiters or make all numbers equal length by adding leading zeros to shorter numbers. 

Using delimiters saves space for shorter sequences while adding leading zeros saves 

space for longer sequences. For instance, if all PIDs are 8 bytes and all locations are 

extended to 8 bytes with leading zeros, then this approach begins to save space for 

sequences longer than approximately 1,000,000 base pairs. Since the average 

chromosome length in the database is 65.79 million base pairs, our implementation uses 

leading zeros. 

Sequences in FASTA format allow for bases other than A, T, G, and C. For 

instance, R = (A or G), Y = (T or C), and K = (G or T), etc. However, a radix of 4 will 

only accommodate A, T, G, and C conversions. Therefore, the algorithm converts DNA  

iA iL

iL
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Figure 2-1 Index file and data file cross reference. 
Index file A  and data file L for the 26 base pair sequence CAATTACGAGCTCTGCCTACAATGAT. The 
format for A  and L  are discussed in the text. To demonstrate how different regions map to different genes, 
the first 13 bases map to the gene with PID = 1234 and the last 13 bases map to the gene with PID = 5678. 
Leading zeroes are added to each location so that all numbers in L  are four bytes which is then recorded as 
numbersize in each line in A. Keys in this example are made from two bases of sequence so there are 16 
lines in A  ranging from AA = 5 through CC = 20. Keys GT = 11 and GG = 15 (shaded grey) are not 
present in the sequence. For clarity, each offset in A  is repeated in the correct position above the line in L  
and each PID is underlined. Two arrows map two different lines from A  into L. The bubbles show the 
content of the respective hash bins which are colored alternating between red and blue. 
 
words containing ambiguous bases into every possible combination which are then stored 

into their respective hash bins. For instance, the word YA is converted into two words, 

TA and CA. Query sequences are similarly converted into every possible combination 

and are then searched sequentially. Therefore, in the sequence from Figure 2-1, a user 

could search for YAA and recover two CAA hits (at positions 0 and 19) and no TAA hits. 
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This approach differs from the SSAHA system which converts all non-standard bases 

into A’s and would not recover any hits since there are no AAA’s in is . 

Gene annotation information is stored into a relational database table with the 

following schema: 

 

Protein(species NUMBER(3), chr NUMBER(2), begin NUMBER(8), 
end NUMBER(8), strand CHAR(1), length NUMBER(5), 
PID NUMBER(10), product VARCHAR2(3000), 
PRIMARY KEY (PID), INDEX(product)); 

 

The species number is a universally unique identifier that can be de-referenced as needed. 

The chromosome number is self-explanatory as is the beginning, end and length of the 

gene. The strand is either + or – depending on the direction of the gene on the 

chromosome and the PID is a universally unique identifier that allows access to 

information in other systems. Finally, the gene product is a brief annotation of the gene’s 

function. Some examples include: Proline/pyrroline–5-carboxylate dehydrogenase, 

carbonic anhydrase, and lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis protein. Both the PID and the 

product are indexed to speed retrieval of queries based on these attributes. 

 

2.5 Hash Function 

The next two sections show how to use iA  and iL  to search for a query sequence 

within iL . Function 2-1 takes as input a query Q and returns the key(s) necessary to 

locate the correct hash bin(s) in iL . The return value(s) is used by the search function 

presented in the next section. Assume that the hash table was made with length k words. 

If |Q| < k, then Q can be expanded into a larger sequence domain Q’, where |Q’| = k, 
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while still retaining all of the properties of Q. One possible way to do this is to add every 

combination of A, T, G, and C to the left of Q such that the final length is k. Another 

simpler way is to add A’s to the left of Q to get the word QQ Qk-...AAA 21A =  and to add 

C’s to the left of Q  to get the word QQ Qk-...CCC 21C =  so that kQQ == CA . Then, 

apply Eq. 2.1 to 
A

Q  and 
C

Q  to get the low and high values of a range of consecutive 

numbers that represents Q  within Q′ . 

The input to the hash function is the entire query Q if kQ ≤  and is a k-length 

subsequence of Q if kQ > . The function below determines which case is appropriate. 

Hash(Q, k) 

offset = f(Ak) 

if (|Q| < k)     //Case 1 

QA = A1A2…Ak-|Q|Q 

QC = C1C2…Ck-|Q|Q 

h(Q) = f(QA) – offset(QC) – offset 

else if (|Q| = k)     //Case 2 

h(Q) = f(Q) – offset 

return h(Q) 

Function 2-1 

Case 1 returns two keys that bound Qk−4  contiguous hash bins. Case 2 returns only one 

key for one hash bin. An offset is subtracted from each conversion so that the smallest 

key kA  equals zero, the next larger key equals one, and so forth. 
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2.6 Searching the Database 

The pseudocode below outlines a search algorithm to locate all occurrences of a 

query sequence within the database. The database SetN =  },…, ,{ 21 NSSS  contains N  

chromosome sequences. Every sequence is searched separately and individual results are 

combined to give the final answer. Each sequence si has two associated files, the array 

index iA  and the list of offsets  which are used differently during a search based on 

the length of Q. The three possibilities for |Q| are less than, equal to, or greater than k. In 

all three cases, the algorithm returns PIDlocation  ,  pairs of all occurrences of Q. The 

opposite strand of each sequence is searched by taking the reverse complement of Q  and 

reapplying the search algorithm. 

 

Search( Q , is , ) 
1.   if 

 

Q ≤ k( ) h(Q ) = Hash( Q , ) 
2.   if 

 

Q < k( ) { 
3. lQ  = min(h( Q )) 
4. hQ  = max(h(Q )) 
5. //Read lines lQ  and hQ  from iA  
6. 

 

L = offset,occurrences,bytes,numbersize{ }Ql
  

7. 

 

H = offset,occurrences,bytes,numbersize{ }Qh
 

8. 

 

count = H .offset − L.offset( )  L.numbersize( )+ 2 ⋅ H .occurrences( ) 
9. Result set [ ]countRR =  
10. Seek offsetL.  bytes into iL  
11. 

 

for i = 0; i < count; i + +( ) 
12.  

 

R i[ ] = int( )read L.numbersize( ) 
13. return R  
14.  } 
15.  else if ( )kQ =  { 
16. ( )Qkey h=  

iL

k
k
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17. //Read line key  from iA  
18. 

 

L = offset,occurrences,bytes,numbersize{ }key  

19. Result set 

 

R = R 2⋅ L.occurrences[ ] 
20. Seek offsetL.  bytes into iL  
21. 

 

for i = 0; i < L.occurrences⋅ 2; i + +( ) 
22.  

 

R i[ ] = int( )read L.numbersize( ) 
23.  return R  
24.  } 
25.  else ( )kQk 2if <<  { 
26. String 

 

Q1 = q0q1...qk-1 of Q  
27. String 

 

Q2 = qQ −kqQ −k+1...qQ −1 of Q  

28. Result set 

 

R1 = Search Q1,  si ,  k( ) 

29.  Result set 

 

R2 = Search Q2,  si ,  k( ) 
30. // 1R  and 2R  format is PIDlocation  ,  pairs 
31. //Compare each locationR .1  to each locationR .2  
32. 

 

for i = 0; i < R1.length; i = i + 2( ) 
33.  

 

for j = 0; j < R2.length; j = j + 2( ) 
34.   

 

if R1 i[ ]+ length − k( )= R2 j[ ] 
35.    Result Set 

 

R3 = R3 ∪ R1 i[ ]∪ R1 i + 1[ ] 
36. return 3R  
37.  } 
38.  else if ( )Qk ≤2  { 

39.  String 1101 k-...qqqQ =  of Q  
40. String 112 −+= Qkk ...qqqQ  of Q  

41. Result set 

 

R1 = Search Q1, si ,  k( ) 

42.  Result set 

 

R2 = Search Q2,  si ,  k( ) 
43.  // 1R  and 2R  format is PIDlocation  ,  pairs 
44. //Compare each locationR .1  to each locationR .2  
45.  

 

for i = 0; i < R1.length; i = i + 2( ) 
46.  

 

for j = 0; j < R2.length; j = j + 2( ) 
47.    [ ]( ) [ ]jRkiR 21if =+  
48.    Result Set 

 

R3 = R3 ∪ R1 i[ ]∪ R1 i + 1[ ] 
49.  return 3R  
50.  } 
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Case 1: (|Q| < k) Lines 2 - 14. The query is extended with A’s (or C’s) to determine the 

low end (or high end) of a range of hash bins that contain every occurrence of Q . Since 

L  is ordered, the hash bins are continuous from low to high. Next, A  is consulted to 

determine offset, numbersize and occurrences, which are used to determine the count of 

the numbers to read from L . Then, the hard drive’s read/write head seeks directly offset 

bytes into L  and loads into main memory only the necessary pages. 

 

Case 2: (|Q| = k) Lines 15 – 24. Only one hash bin contains Q . The key for Q  is the 

correct line to read from A  and the information in A  is used to access L . By seeking 

directly to the correct offset within L , only the pages containing the desired hash bin are 

loaded into main memory. 

 

Case 3: (|Q| > k) Lines 25 – 50. The search algorithm divides Q  into two parts, 1Q  and 

2Q , where 1Q  is the first k  nucleotides of Q  and 2Q  is the last kQ −  nucleotides. 

Recursive calls to Search with 1Q  and 2Q  retrieve two sets of results called 1R  and 2R . 

Matches are found by comparing locations. Depending on the length of the query, 

matching hits will either overlap (lines 25 - 37) or abut (lines 38 - 50). 

Retrieval IO is the most time-consuming step in the algorithm. Let n  be the 

length of a sequence. If we assume an even distribution of each k -word in the sequence 

then there will be approximately kn 4  k -words per hash bin. If each word and each PID 

are 8 bytes, for instance, then there will be approximately kn 416  bytes per hash bin. As 

an example, with n  = 200,000,000 bases and k  = 8 there are 48,828 bytes per hash bin, 
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on average. Page sizes usually range from 4,096 bytes up to 4,194,304 bytes. If the page 

size is from the upper half of this range then, in this example, we can safely estimate for 

short queries (6 to 16 bases) that the algorithm will only retrieve one or two pages per 

search. This keeps retrieval times low and allows the system to perform well even with 

very large hash map files over 4 GB in length that were made from 200+ million base 

pair sequences. 

 

2.7 Information Retrieval Using Query Expansion 

The following experiments were conducted to examine the best approach for 

query expansion [9] using the Gene Ontology (GO) database [33]. The first step was to 

determine the correlation between individual NCBI annotation terms and GO terms. 

There were 14,349 unique NCBI annotation terms in the database. 160 (1.12%) of them 

had exactly matching terms in the GO database. There were also 160 inexact matching 

terms found by searching for similarity (i.e. using the LIKE keyword in the WHERE 

clause instead of equality). Next, the matching criterion was broadened even further by 

surrounding the term with wildcard characters (i.e. %term%) to test the similarity of 

unique NCBI terms to GO phrases. This search gave 561,294 matching phrases. 

 

Table 2-2 NCBI terms correlation to gene ontology (GO) terms 
 

 14,349 
Unique NCBI One Term 

Windows 

18,934 
Unique NCBI Two Term 

Windows 

24,747 
Unique NCBI Three 

Term Windows 
GO Term 
Equality 160 164 73 

GO Term 
Similarity 160 164 73 

GO Phrase 
Similarity 561,294 6840 818 
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Table 2-3 Gene ontology (GO) term expansion with siblings 
 

      14,349 
Unique NCBI One Term 

Windows 

18,934 
Unique NCBI Two Term 

Windows 

24,747 
Unique NCBI Three 

Term Windows 
GO Term 
Equality 16,001 9096 4313 

GO Term 
Similarity 16,001 9096 4313 

GO Phrase 
Similarity 19,137,006 228,624 28,556 

 

Similar experiments were conducted with two and three term windows. The results are 

shown in Table 2-2. Next, we expanded the GO terms retrieved from the previous round 

of experiments by including their unique siblings. Siblings are defined as terms (or 

phrases) having the same parent in the term2term table in GO. For example, “apoptosis” 

and “hypersensitive response” are siblings of “autophagic cell death” which share the 

same parent, “programmed cell death”. The results are presented in Table 2-3. Presently, 

based on these experiments, a user’s annotation terms are expanded by querying the GO 

database with two term windows and including all siblings of GO phrases in order to 

include other relevant terms in the search. 

 

2.8 DNA Sequence Searches of Multiple Genomes 

A database of genomic DNA sequences was produced according to the method 

just described. It includes build 34.2 of Human genomic sequence, Arabidopsis thaliana, 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and over 200 different bacterial genomes. Three experiments 

were conducted using the hash function from Section 2.5 to search the database; the first 

experiment demonstrates the efficiency of the algorithm while the second and third 

demonstrate the potentials to the life science community. Our current implementation 
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features a Dual Xeon 2.4 GHz processor with 512 KB cache, 2GB RAM, and 120 GB 

EIDE 7200 rpm hard drive. 

 

2.8.1 Algorithm Efficiency 

A random number generator was used to select locations from within Arabidopsis 

thaliana chromosome 5, which is over 26,000,000 base pairs. Then, a sequence was 

retrieved from each location. For each sequence length studied, ten thousand different 

sequences were obtained and searched. Searches were conducted over 49 different 

chromosome sequences from Arabidopsis thaliana, Haemophilus influenzae, 

Helicobacter pylori 26695, Helicobacter pylori J99, Homo sapiens and Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae. Each chromosome was searched for each query. Since the query sequences 

came from a chromosome within the database, there should be at least one hit per query. 

The average search times and the average number of hits over all chromosomes for each 

query length are listed in Table 2-4. For instance, length 4 queries require approximately 

56 seconds to retrieve 15,428,878 hits, on average. Length 8 queries require just over one 

second to retrieve an average of 98,141 hits while length 1024 queries require 

approximately 4.7 second to retrieve 1 hit on average. 

The current implementation of the hash function processes eight nucleotides of 

DNA per ‘word’. Therefore, length 8 queries will retrieve one hash bin in an average of 

1.15 seconds. Length 4 queries must retrieve 256 contiguous hash bins since there are 

256 possible combinations that make a length 4 query into a length 8 query. For longer 

queries, although the query lengths double, the search times do not because the recursive 

search function has been optimized to reduce IO operations. When it has been determined 
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that the query is not present, no further IO operations are performed. The search times 

presented grow at ( )nΟ  time, where n  is the number of chromosomes searched. The 

chromosomes are searched sequentially so searching a very large number of 

chromosomes should be possible with our system. After the hits have been retrieved for 

the current chromosome, its pages are free to be swapped by the operating system. 

 

Table 2-4 Time study over 3.224 GBases using randomly obtained sequences 
 

Query Length 
(Bases) 

Average 
Search Time 

(Seconds) 

Average 
Number of 

Hits 
4 56.40 15,428,878 
8 1.147 98,141 
12 2.254 2308 
16 2.235 121 
32 2.451 1.55 
64 2.517 1.15 
128 2.648 1.07 
256 2.956 1.03 
512 3.598 1.01 
1024 4.738 1.01 

 

 

2.8.2 Refined Repetitive DNA Sequence Searches 

A whole genomic array analysis in yeast revealed 22 PHO-regulated genes [60]. 

The promoter regions of all but one of them contain at least one of the two core Pho4p 

binding sites: CACGTG and CACGTT. Using these sequences as queries, we tried a 

straightforward test of the utility of the information retrieval algorithms. First, the yeast 

genome was searched for both sequences without adding any annotation terms and 4027 

total hits were returned. Assume that a researcher is interested in learning more about 

these sites. They can focus the results by adding incisive annotation terms to the search. 
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Pho-regulated genes are involved in phosphate metabolism in yeast so the term 

‘phosphatase’ was added to the search which narrowed the results to 51 total hits. There 

were 10 hits for CACGTG, 20 hits for CACGTT, and 21 hits for AACGTG (the reverse 

complement of CACGTT). If the promoter region is defined as 1500 base pairs upstream 

of the start codon, then CACGTG was located in 4 different promoters, CACGTT was in 

7 different promoters and AACGTG was in 8 promoters. In other words, 19 genes in the 

yeast genome contain at least one of the two core Pho4p binding sites in their promoter 

region and also contain the term ‘phosphatase’ in their annotation data. This figure is 

90.5% (19 / 21) of the results reported in Ogawa et al. [60] and gives a high level of 

confidence for further investigation of these genes. If the promoter region is extended by 

1500 base pairs, then 8 more hits are added with Protein IDs 6321642, 14318551, 

6320067, 6324664, 6319971, 6321700, 6322880, and 6325061. These searches were 

repeated for other genomes in the database and the results are shown in Table 2-5. 

 

Table 2-5 Cross-species search for PHO4P binding sites, 
CACGTG and CACGTT (with reverse complement) 

 
 Arabidopsis 

thaliana 
H. 

influenzae 
H. pylori 

26695 
H. pylori 

J99 
Homo 

sapiens 
S. 

cerevisiae 
Total Hits In 

Genome 30,056 1077 81 119 67,881 4027 

Hits With 
‘Phosphatase’ 

Present In 
Annotation 

267 1 0 0 535 51 

Percentage  Of 
Hits With 

‘Phosphatase’ 
Where Hit Is In 
Promoter (3000 

Base Pairs 
Upstream) 

53.9 100 0 0 28.8 52.9 
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2.8.3 Cross-Species Study 

In this experiment, the findings from a published work involving phase-variable 

sites in Helicobacter pylori were used as an impetus to identify a potentially new phase-

variable site in Haemophilus influenzae. Furthermore, there is supporting evidence for the 

new site in another published work involving Haemophilus influenzae. Although the 

experiment presented is specific to phase-variable sites in two species of microorganisms, 

the methodology is flexible enough to be applied to other similar biological problems 

(See Section 5.2.1). 

A recent study [68] of Helicobacter pylori 26695 and J99 reported 46 candidate 

phase-variable genes that were identified by either having a homopolymeric tract greater 

than or equal to ( )7G , ( )7C , ( )9A , and ( )9T  or having a dinucleotide repeat greater than 

or equal to four copies. Seven of the 46 genes reported in the study were classified as 

lipopolysaccharide-biosynthesis related. A search of our database was conducted for the 

same set of repetitive sequences in the same species. The search was refined by 

concurrently searching for the term ‘lipopolysaccharide’ similarly to the previous 

experiment. The search returned eight distinct genes - two of them (Protein ID 15611217, 

and 15611264) were identified by having a ( )4CT  repeat in their open reading frames. 

This finding was used as an impetus for a new search in a different species. 

Assuming that ( )4CT  also plays a role in the phase-variable properties of 

lipopolysaccharide genes in other microorganisms, a search for ( )4CT  was conducted in 

Haemophilus influenzae. Of the 20 total hits, one gene (Protein ID 16273438) is 

described as a ‘Lic-1 operon protein’. This gene is a lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis-

related gene since ‘Lic-1’ is a homologue of lipopolysaccharide and ‘operon’ is a group 
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of closely linked genes that produces a single messenger RNA molecule during 

transcription. The paper by Hood et al. [42] reports three phase-variable 

lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis genes (Lic1, Lic2, and Lic3) in Haemophilus influenzae 

that were identified by multiple ( )4>  CAAT repeats. A search for ( )4CAAT  in 

Haemophilus influenzae with a concurrent search for ‘Lic-1’ returned Protein ID 

16273437 which adjoins Protein ID 16273438 and is part of the same operon. Thus, the 

‘Lic-1 operon’ of Haemophilus influenzae contains both ( )4CAAT  repeats as well as 

( )4CT  repeats - separated by approximately 1400 base pairs. 

A molecular biological analysis would be required to verify whether the ( )4CT  

repeat in the Lic-1 operon plays a role in phase-variability, but since it is known to in 

Helicobacter pylori [68] it might also in Haemophilus influenzae. This experiment 

illustrates how cross-species searches using our database can quickly help discern hidden 

correlations in the data. 

 

2.9 Summary 

In this chapter, a time-efficient algorithm was developed to locate small segments 

of DNA within multiple genomes. The algorithm is also space-efficient in terms of main 

memory requirements. As shown in Section 2.8.1, the result sets from searches can easily 

be thousands of hits depending on the query length, genome sizes, etc. Therefore, a 

method was developed to concurrently search the accompanying annotation data which 

helps rank results by relevance to the user. This helped facilitate knowledge discovery 

through cross-species conservation of sequences as demonstrated in Sections 2.8.2 and 

2.8.3. As more sequences are added and as gene annotation for these sequences also 
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improves, we anticipate richer, more meaningful searches for the life sciences 

community. Some possibilities for improvements in this area are described in Chapter 5. 
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3. Comprehensive Detection of Long Identical Multi-Species 

Elements 

 

3.1 Overview 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 through 3.7 describes the 

methods used to detect exact matches in genomic sequences while Sections 3.8 through 

3.10 present and examine the newly identified elements in human, mouse and rat. Section 

3.11 also presents results from searches with random sequences and Section 3.12 reports 

mammalian chromosome search times. Section 3.13 is a discussion of the results from 

Section 3.8 through 3.10. 

 

3.2 Problem Definition 

The problem of finding exact matches can be defined as a special case of the 

longest common substring problem. In general, the longest common substring problem 

consists of finding the set of longest strings that are substrings of two or more strings. In 

this work, a set of chromosome sequences are grouped into a single genome and multiple 

genomes are being considered. The problem is then to find the comprehensive set of 

longest sequences that are subsequences within every genome under consideration. In 

addition to the sequence, the location within each genome is also recorded. 
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3.3 Searching for LIMEs Within Two Eukaryotic Genomes 

Each chromosome from each species is preprocessed into searchable hash tables 

according to the protocol detailed in Chapter 2 (Reneker, et al. [64]). Each hash bin 

within a table consists of every location within the chromosome of a fixed length (8 bp) 

DNA fragment (key). The hash bins have been sorted based on the fragment sequence to 

facilitate retrieval of the correct hash bin for any length key. Furthermore, the protocols 

described have been developed such that all necessary information is stored in main 

memory for random access. 

 

Figure 3-1 Partitioning sequence into windows. 
The first two windows, W0 and W1, and the first word W2(1) of window W2 are shown for chromosome Ai. 
Each underlined word w = Wk(1), where k: 0 ≤ k ≤ floor(|Ai|/|W|), is used to search the hash table of 
chromosome Bj. Exact matches greater than or equal to 2|W|+|w|-1 are guaranteed to be found. 
 

Searches were performed by first partitioning each chromosome Ai from genome 

A into non-overlapping, adjacent windows labeled W0, W1, …, Wx where x = 

floor(|Ai|/|W|), see Figure 3-1. Chromosome Ai is traversed from W0  to Wx. At each 

window Wk (0 ≤  k < x), the first w bases are defined as Wk(1) = Ai[Wk [0]Wk [1]…Wk[|w|-

1]]. Word Wk(1) is used as the key to search the hash table of chromosome Bj of genome 

B. The result set R1k from the search consists of a list of every location of Wk(1) within 

Bj. Also, every location of word Wk+1(1) is similarly retrieved so that elements from its 

result set R1k+1 can be compared to elements from result set R1k. 
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Figure 3-2 shows a flow chart of a search between two chromosomes and Figure 3-3 

shows a pipeline of the same process. Proportionate locations within two adjacent 

windows, Wk and Wk+1, of chromosome Ai are always offset by |W| bases. If an exact 

match to window Wk is present in Bj, then proportionate locations in Bj must also be off- 

 

Figure 3-2 Flow chart of chromosome-to-chromosome searches. 
 

Start 

Read Chr. Bj 

Hash Table Bj 

Read Chr. Ai 

Wk(1) → R1k 
Wk+1(1) → R1k+1 

W  

Equidistant 
matches 

No 

Yes 

Extend Wk(1) 

Match ≥ min 

Yes 

Save identical element to 
set AB 

k < x 

Yes 

No 

End 

k++ 

Process 
reverse 

complement 
of Ai 

Yes 

No 
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set by exactly |W| bases. All pairs of elements (a, b) from the two result sets, kR1  and 

R1k+1, are identified such that R1k+1[b] – R1k[a] = |W|. For hits thus identified, each 

location in window Wk of Ai is compared to the corresponding location in Bj which range 

from R1k[a] ≤  n < R1k+1[b]. All exactly matching windows between the two 

chromosome sequences A and B are recorded. Also, since matches can be greater than |W| 

bases, exactly matching windows are extended in both the upstream and downstream 

directions as far as possible until a mismatch is encountered. All matches greater than or 

equal to a predefined minimum length min = 2|W|+|w|-1 are also recorded as an exact 

match shared between Ai and Bj. Section 3.5 uses deductive reasoning to show that every 

exact match greater than or equal to min base pairs between the two chromosomes will be  

 

Figure 3-3 Pipeline of the method for locating all LIMEs between two chromosomes. 
Sequences from chromosome Ai in species A are found within chromosome Bj in species B. Matches to 
small sequences (keys) are extended as far as possible. Exact matches greater than or equal to a predefined 
length are guaranteed to be found.  
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found. The search process is continued for all windows in chromosome Ai by shifting 

windows such that R1k = R1k+1, setting k = k+1 and searching for the new Wk(1) in Bj, etc. 

The reverse complement of chromosome Ai is also generated and the search process is 

repeated so that all matches between chromosomes will be located regardless of their 

orientation to each other. Finally, all pairs of chromosomes between genomes A and B are 

processed to locate every exactly matching sequence between genomes A and B.  

 

3.4 Searching for LIMEs Within Three or More Eukaryotic Genomes 

Set AB contains all subsequences greater than or equal to min bases that are 

common to genomes A and B. Similarly, set BC contains all subsequences common to 

genomes B and C. These sets can be used to find set 

 

ABC = AB ∩ BC  which contains all 

subsequences common to all three genomes. 

 

Figure 3-4 Schematic diagram for finding long identical multi-species elements (LIMEs) for three 
genomes. 

 

Finding the intersection of two sets of sequences involves finding common 

subsequences under the constraint that they are at least min bases long. One 

straightforward, comprehensive approach is to search BC for every length min 

subsequence of AB. Each match is extended as far as possible until a mismatch is 

encountered and the resulting subsequence is recorded in set ABC. Since elements in AB 
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B 
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and BC may be in opposite orientations to each other, the process is repeated with the 

reverse complement of each element in AB. Also, subsequence elements (defined as ABCi 

: ABCi ∈  ABCj) are filtered from ABC so that the final set contains only unique exactly 

matching elements. Once set ABC is generated, it can be used to generate other sets of 

elements over even larger combinations of genomes. In general, there are 

( )!!! knknkCn −=  combinations of k genomes that can be derived from n genomes as is  

Figure 3-5 Flowchart to find LIMEs for every subset of n genomes. 
Pairwise LIMEs have already been processed for each pair of genomes (see Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3). 
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shown in Figure 3-5. Four genomes A, B, C and D can generate result sets: AB, AC, AD, 

BC, BD, CD, ABC, ABD, ACD, BCD and ABCD. However, only chromosome to 

chromosome searches involving AB, AC, AD, BC, BD and CD are required. Intersecting 

result sets can generate ABC, ABD, ACD, BCD and ABCD. Therefore, incorporating a 

new genome into our nascent database only requires searches with chromosomes from 

genomes already in the database. Other result sets are generated by intersecting previous 

result sets. As more genomes are incorporated into the database, an increasingly complete 

map of exactly matching elements throughout nature will emerge which will be an 

invaluable asset in many different types of genomic studies concerning phylogeny, 

ontogeny, epigenetics and many others. 

 

3.5 Case for Finding All Exact Matches 

The minimum guaranteed distance is defined as min = 2|W|+|w|-1, where |w| is the 

length of the DNA word used for searching. In this work, window length |W| = 45 and 

word length |w| = 8 which makes min = 97 base pairs. All exact matches greater than or 

equal to min nucleotides are guaranteed to be found. This can be shown by deductive 

reasoning as follows: 

 

Major premise: Any matching word w between two chromosomes can be 

extended in both directions to find an exact match of any length greater than or equal to 

|w|. As shown in Figure 3-1, the algorithm only extends matches if two words, Wk(1) and 

Wk+1(1), from Ai match two equidistant words in Bj. Therefore, the necessary condition 
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for the major premise requires finding equidistant matches in Bj for two words, Wk(1) and 

Wk+1(1), in Ai. Once this condition is met then the major premise is also met. 

 

Minor premise: Every subsequence s ∈  Ai, |s| ≥  2|W|+|w|-1 has at least two words 

that are the first words of adjacent windows in Ai and will subsequently be used to search 

Bj. 

 

Argument by contradiction: Consider three first words Wk(1), ( )11+kW  and ( )12+kW  

from any three consecutive windows on Ai  that span 2|W|+|w|  consecutive nucleotides, 

where 

 

k : 0 ≤ k ≤ floor Ai W( )− 2. Each of these words is used to search Bj. To 

invalidate the minor premise, there must exist a subsequence s which contains ( )11+kW  

but contains neither ( )1kW  nor ( )12+kW . However, a subsequence 

 

′ s ∈ Ai, ′ s = 2W + w −1 

that has ( )1kW  as its left border will also contain ( )11+kW  but not the last nucleotide of 

( )12+kW . On the other hand, another subsequence 

 

′ ′ s ∈ Ai, ′ ′ s = 2W + w −1 that has 

( )12+kW  as its right border will also contain ( )11+kW  but not the first nucleotide of ( )1kW . 

Therefore, every subsequence sss ′′′≥ ,  of Ai containing ( )11+kW  also contains ( )1kW , 

( )12+kW  or both. 

 

Conclusion: Since both the major and minor premises are true, all exact matches 

of length 12 −+≥ wWmin  between chromosomes Ai and Bj will be found. 
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3.6 Application to Human, Mouse and Rat 

Recent builds and annotation data were downloaded from NCBI [34]. These 

include data for Mus musculus (mouse) NCBI Build 37.1 (July, 2007), Rattus norvegicus 

(rat) NCBI Build 4.1 (July 2006) and Homo sapiens (human) NCBI Build 36.1 (March 

2008). Also, mouse NCBI Build 30, rat Baylor HGSC Version 3.1 and human NCBI 

Build 34.2 were downloaded for comparison to recent builds. Protocols discussed in 

Sections 3.2 - 3.4 were performed such that all elements ≥ 100 b p were identified and the 

results were compared to the results of Bejerano et al. to confirm equivalent elements and 

identify new elements. Also, the search times were recorded. 

 

3.7 Application to Random DNA Sequences 

Random DNA sequences of lengths 100,000 – 500,000 bp were generated and 

searched such that all elements ≥ 15 bp were identified between pairs of sequences. 

Following Section 3.4, these results were intersected such that all elements ≥ 15 bp that 

are common to multiple (≤ 14) sequences were also identified. The total number of 

identical elements and their lengths were recorded along with the runtimes. Similarly, 

actual genomic sequences of lengths 100,000 – 500,000 bp were randomly retrieved from 

across the human, mouse and rat genomes and identical searches were conducted to 

facilitate a direct comparison with randomly generated sequences. 

 

3.8 Updates to Human, Mouse and Rat Ultraconserved Elements 

Recent builds are human NCBI Build 36.1, mouse NCBI Build 37.1 and rat NCBI 

Build 4.1. Our analysis has identified 503 unique elements ≥  200 base pairs within these 
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builds. Including subsequences mapping to various locations in different genomes, the 

number rises to 619 elements. In 2004, the available builds were human NCBI Build 34, 

mouse NCBI Build 30 and rat Baylor HGSC Version 3.1. Bejerano et al. [13] identified 

481 ultraconserved elements ≥  200 base pairs within these builds and Christley et al. 

[25] confirmed these results. Our analysis of the 2004 builds identified 493 

ultraconserved elements ≥  200 base pairs. There are also various lengths of simple 

repeats that are present in various locations in all three builds. 

On a related point, only 479 of the 481 previously reported elements were found 

in all three 2009 builds. Two elements (uc.41 and uc.457) are absent from rat Build 4.1 

but are still present in human Build 36.1 and mouse Build 37.1. Excluding simple repeats, 

there are 9 unique elements that are present in the builds used by Bejerano et al. that were 

not reported. Two of these elements are also present as subsequences mapping to 

additional locations in at least one genome. In Table 3-1, sequence #4 is a subsequence of 

#5 and sequences #9 and #10 are both subsequences of #8. Including subsequences, there 

are 12 previously unreported elements. The supporting on-line material 

(http://www.soe.ucsc.edu/~jill/papers/scienceSupple04.pdf) to their 2004 paper mentions 

6 ribosomal RNA sequences that were excluded from their list because they were not part 

of the draft genome sequences. However, all new elements in this report are in fact 

present within the 2004 genomic sequences. 

Table 3-1 lists the 12 previously unreported elements. The first 10 sequences map 

to unique locations within human Build 34 as compared to the previously reported 

elements. Sequences #4 and #5 are discussed in more detail in Section 3.10. Sequence 11 

http://www.soe.ucsc.edu/~jill/papers/scienceSupple04.pdf�
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abuts uc.467 on human chromosome X while sequence 12 overlaps by four bases with 

uc.478 on human chromosome X. 

 

Table 3-1 Previously unreported ultraconserved elements present in 2004 builds 
 

Element Number 
H_sapiens 
Build 34 

M_musculus 
Build 30 

R_norvegicus 
Build 3.1 

1 Chromosome 1 
38,013,280 - 38,013,484 

Chromosome 4 
119,243,379 - 119,243,583 

Chromosome 5 
143,910,554 - 143,910,758 

2 Chromosome 2 
178,286,889 - 178,287,109 

Chromosome 2 
73,547,266 - 73,547,486 

Chromosome 4 
8,772,976 – 8,773,196 

Chromosome 14 
113,443,776 – 113,443,996 

Chromosome 16 
95,324,396 – 95,324,616 

Chromosome X 
61,403,393 – 61,403,613 

Chromosome 3 
58,253,488 - 58,253,708 

Chromosome 13 
68,887,235 – 68,887,455 

3 Chromosome 2 
208,142,426 - 208,142,626 

Chromosome 1 
61,514,263 - 61,514,463 

Chromosome 9 
62,833,729 - 62,833,929 

4 Chromosome 6 
24,826,771 – 24,826,972 

Chromosome 13 
20,999,097 – 20,999,298 

Chromosome 4 
102,649,865 – 102,650,066 

Chromosome 17 
47,330,345 – 47,330,546 

5 Chromosome 6 
24,826,771 - 24,826,973 

Chromosome 13 
20,999,096 - 20,999,298 

Chromosome 17 
47,330,345 - 47,330,547 

6 Chromosome 8 
66,201,165 - 66,201,409 

Chromosome 3 
15,377,956 - 15,378,200 

Chromosome 2 
103,702,515 - 103,702,759 

7 Chromosome 11 
16,171,435 - 16,171,635 

Chromosome 7 
98,432,093 - 98,432,293 

Chromosome 1 
173,877,668 - 173,877,868 

8 Chromosome 14 
48,043,388 - 48,043,638 

Chromosome 12 
60,391,309 - 60,391,559 

Chromosome 6 
91,120,792 - 91,121,042 
91,326,559 - 91,326,809 

9 Chromosome 14 
48,043,398 – 48,043,627 

Chromosome 12 
60,391,320 – 60,391,549 

Chromosome 6 
91,120,802 – 91,121,031 
91,326,570 – 91,326,799 

Chromosome 12 
22,723,039 – 22,723,268 

10 
Chromosome 14 

48,043,404 – 48,043,609 
48,319,331 – 48,319,536 

Chromosome 12 
60,391,338 – 60,391,543 

Chromosome 6 
91,120,808 – 91,121,013 
91,326,588 – 91,326,793 

Chromosome 12 
22,723,057 – 22,723,262 

11 Chromosome X 
24,370,511 - 24,370,711 

Chromosome X 
74,525,227 - 74,525,427 

Chromosome X 
80,729,034 - 80,729,234 

12 Chromosome X 
121,297,012 - 121,297,216 

Chromosome X 
24,702,346 - 24,702,550 

Chromosome X 
3,482,862 - 3,483,066 
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3.9 Exact Match Syntenic Analysis 

The CoGe [56] comparative genomics platform was used to identify syntenic 

regions of each element in Table 3-1 and the results are summarized in Table 3-2. 

Synteny was determined by the presence of a similar pattern of homologous genes within 

the region (±100,000 bp) surrounding the element. In the absence of any nearby genes, 

homology was determined by the presence or absence of multiple high-scoring segment 

pairs HSPs. Therefore, these are subjective classifications and, in the absence of an 

obvious choice, the classification is ‘?’. If the element is within a gene, then the gene 

name is given, otherwise the element is intragenic. 

 

Table 3-2 Cross-species comparison of Table 3-1 elements 
 

Element 
Number 

Synteny / 
Homology 

Gene Name /  
Intragenic 

1 homology intragenic 
2 ? HNRPA3 
3 homology intragenic 

4,5 synteny (Fig. 3-6) C6orf62 
6 homology intragenic 
7 synteny SOX6 

8, 9, 10 ? intragenic 
11 synteny ARX 
12 synteny GRIA3 

 

Element #2 is a subsequence of the heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein HNRPA3 

which binds Pol II transcripts and is involved in many RNA-related activities [21, 36, 40, 

58]. The Makeyev et al. [58] paper provides details for over 34 HNRPA genes and 

pseudogenes in human, mouse and other species. The authors demonstrate that, in human, 

mouse and rat, only one HNRPA3 gene per genome has introns and shows the features of 

an active gene locus. Our analysis confirms that element #2 is within a large region 

(250,000+ bp) of homology between human chr. 2, mouse chr. 2 and rat chr. 3 
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(http://tinyurl.com/ycyfv9b). Makeyev et al. demonstrate that the other copies in human 

and mouse are pseudogenes caused by retrotranspositions that have occurred over a long 

period of time as evidenced by the differing numbers of accumulated mutations in each 

copy. Our data demonstrates that element #2 is present in 8 copies of the 

gene/pseudogene in human, mouse and rat. Building on Makeyev’s findings, it would 

also suggest that the copies on mouse chr. 4, 14, 16 and X as well as rat chr. 13 are 

relatively recent retrotransposition events. 

 

3.10 Exact Match Subsequence 

CoGe [56] was used to identify syntenic regions of each genome containing 

element #4, which is a subsequence of element #5. As shown in Table 3-1, element #4 is 

present once in human and mouse and twice in rat. The results are shown in Figure 3-6 

and can also be viewed interactively at http://tinyurl.com/ybbzuub. From top to bottom, 

the four regions shown are from human chr. 6, mouse chr. 13, rat chr. 4 and rat chr. 17. 

The region containing element #4 has been circled in black on each chromosome and the 

lines drawn connect high-scoring segment pairs HSPs (rectangles) from the blastz 

alignments in the immediate vicinity of the element. There are multiple green HSPs as 

well as a similar distribution of homologous genes (thin, grey arrows parallel to dotted 

lines) between mouse chr. 13 and rat chr. 17, indicating that these regions share a large 

block (110,000+ bp) of synteny. A lower level of homology exists between human chr. 6 

and both mouse chr. 13 and rat chr. 17, as indicated by the fewer numbers of orange and 

brown HSPs, respectively, but the genes shown are still syntenic in terms of annotation. 

There is no significant homology between rat chr. 4 and any other sequence, except for 

https://pod51000.outlook.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=2de577c86c18458dbc5f9844db23c96b&URL=http%3a%2f%2ftinyurl.com%2fycyfv9b�
https://pod51000.outlook.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=2de577c86c18458dbc5f9844db23c96b&URL=http%3a%2f%2ftinyurl.com%2fybbzuub�
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the 3,067 bp region containing the element. However, every chromosome (except rat chr. 

4) contains homologous copies of a gene, indicated by blue arrows, which are flanked by 

HSPs having 89+% cross-species identity. This gene is named C6orf62, BC005537 and 

LOC498750 in human, mouse and rat, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-6 Human, mouse and rat cross-species comparison. 
CoGe screen shot of the regions in human, mouse and rat containing element #4 from Table 3-1. Above 
and below each dotted line indicates forward and reverse directions on the DNA strand, respectively. 
Orange blocks are regions of sequence containing Ns. From top to bottom, the four regions shown are from 
human chr. 6, mouse chr. 13, rat chr. 4 and rat chr. 17. Other symbols are described in Section 3.10. 

 

One possible explanation for the presence of the 3,067 bp region of rat chr. 4 is 

that a retrotransposition has occurred. In other words, an RNA splice variant of 
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LOC498750 on chr. 17 could have been reverse transcribed and inserted back into chr. 4 

at this site. The AceView [81] description of LOC498750 lists an mRNA variant with a 

premessenger length of 11,957 bases. Element #4 maps to 5’ junction between the non-

coding region and the first exon with 97 bases in the non-coding region and 104 bases in 

the first exon that code for the first 34 amino acids of the protein: 

MGDPNSRKKQALNRLRAQLRKKKESLADQFDFKM. The 3,067 bp region of rat 

chr. 4 contains two adjacent HSPs aligning to rat chr. 17. The first HSP is fully contained 

over the 5’ non-coding region and the first exon of the premessenger while the second 

HSP is fully contained over the last few bases of the last intron, the last exon and 2/3 of 

the 3’ untranslated region. Therefore, the entire 3,067 bp region is transcribed into the 

premessenger RNA which gives anecdotal evidence for retrotransposition. 

The AceView annotation for C6orf62 in human indicates that the gene is 

expressed in brain, lung, liver, testis, eye, uterus, placenta and 109 other tissues. There is 

no known phenotype and the gene's in vivo function is yet unknown. However, there are 

currently 54 proteins expressed in 18 different species that have protein-to-protein Blast 

scores >1000 to C6orf62, which implies perfect or near-perfect matches. 

 

3.11 Searches Using Random DNA Sequences 

To test the performance of our algorithm, several random DNA sequences were 

generated and searched. The minimum guaranteed distance was adjusted to 15 base pairs 

by using a window size of 6 base pairs and a word size of 4 base pairs. The longest 

common substring problem was solved for sets of strings containing either N = 2, 4, 6, 8, 

10, 12 or 14 strings per set by following the protocol discussed in Sections 3.2 through 
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3.4. All input strings in a set were the same length, either L = 100K, 200K, 300K, 400K 

or 500K base pairs. The average length of each hit was 17 base pairs for N = 2 and stayed 

constant at 16 base pairs for N > 2. For N = 14, the average hit count ranged from 1 (L = 

100K) up to 26 (L = 500K). The number of hits per each length is shown in Figure 3-7 

which clearly reveals a quadratic behavior when N = 2. 

 

Figure 3-7 Hit count with randomly generated DNA. 
Number of hits as a function of sequence length. Set sizes range from 2 to 14 sequences per set. 

 

Figure 3-8 Search times per set size. 
Search times (seconds) for randomly generated DNA sequences. Sequence lengths range from 100K to 
500K base pairs. 

 

The runtimes were also recorded for each experiment and are shown in Figure 3-8 

and Figure 3-9. As shown in Figure 3-8, the graphs are linear for plots of time against set 

size. This suggests that most of the runtime is spent in the initial comparison between two 
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sequences (N = 2) and relatively little time is spent intersecting subsequent result sets. 

Therefore,  to improve performance,  our algorithms have been designed to process initial  

 

Figure 3-9 Search times per sequence length. 
Search times (seconds) for randomly generated DNA sequences as a function of input sequence length. 

 

 

Figure 3-10 Hits with randomly selected genomic DNA and randomly generated DNA. 
Number of hits as a function of sequence length for randomly selected (human, mouse and rat) genomic 
DNA and randomly generated DNA. In each case, the longest common substring problem was solved for 
set size N = 8. The quadratic trend line for each set of data points is also shown. 

 

sequence searches in parallel instead of sequentially, as is being reported in this 

experiment. For instance, the total runtime is approximately 26,000 seconds for N = 14 

and L = 500K when the seven initial sequence searches are run sequentially. However, 

running them in parallel on seven different processors drops the runtime to 26,000 / 7 ≈ 

3,700 seconds, or approximately an hour (data not shown).When total runtime is plotted 
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against input sequence length, the plots are polynomial with an order of 2 as shown in 

Figure 3-9. This corresponds well with Figure 3-7 in which the number of hits is also 

polynomial. 

Next, DNA of 5 different lengths was randomly retrieved from across the human, 

mouse and rat genomes. The longest common substring problem was solved following 

identical protocols as with the randomly generated DNA in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-9. 

For set size N = 8, the average number of hits ≥ 15 base pairs over 10 different 

experiments is shown in Figure 3-10 along with the quadratic trend line. Both sets of data 

are growing polynomially with these parameters but the actual genomic DNA clearly 

contains significantly more hits than random. Also, the average length of each hit was 

approximately 4 base pairs longer with actual genomic DNA (~19.5 bp) as compared to 

randomly generated DNA (16 bp). 

 

3.12 Mammalian Chromosome Search Times 

On average, there are approximately 128,000,000 bases in a chromosome from 

either mouse or rat. This represents over 5,688,000 individual searches during one 

chromosome-to-chromosome search of both DNA strands using a window size of 45 base 

pairs. A search of all 21 chromosomes from mouse (or rat) to all 24 human chromosomes 

involves roughly 2.867 billion individual searches. 

Figure 3-11 shows the search times for all pairs of chromosomes involved in 

mouse-to-human and rat-to-human comparisons. For each mouse (or rat) chromosome 

length on the X axis, the times vary in a more or less direct relationship to the length of 
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the human chromosome being searched. The average search time over all searches is 

334.27 minutes with a standard deviation of 166.04 minutes.  

 

Figure 3-11 Mouse-to-human and rat-to-human search times. 
Mouse and rat chromosomes were used to search the hash tables of human chromosomes according to the 
protocol in the methods section. All mouse and rat chromosome lengths are plotted on the X axis. The Y 
axis is the seconds required to complete each chromosome-to-chromosome search. 

 

3.13 Discussion 

Most of the unique newly-reported exactly matching elements in this report are 

single copy per genome and are in genomic regions showing clear cross-species synteny 

or homology. Therefore, these orthologous regions most likely originating from a 

common ancestor. Three unique elements from Table 3-1 have multiple copies in at least 

one genome which raises questions about their common origin. While element #2 

(HNRPA3) is not single copy per genome, only one region per genome containing 

element #2 shows convincing cross-species homology. In all three species, Makeyev et 

al. demonstrated that these homologous regions contain the only active HNRPA3 gene 
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locus. Other copies of element #2 in mouse and rat are in non-homologous genomic 

regions and, based on Makeyev’s findings, are most likely inactive pseudo-genes in the 

process of accumulating mutations. Under this scenario, each pseudo-gene originated at 

different points in time from the only active copy of the HNRPA3 gene, which contains 

element #2. This would also mean that the evolutionary pressure to conserve element #2 

is being applied to only one copy per genome (human chr. 2, mouse chr. 2 and rat chr. 3) 

and that the other copies are non-essential and may, in fact, be deleterious since each 

HNRPA3 pseudo-gene has been rendered inactive by multiple substitutions, deletions 

and insertions leading to frameshifts and premature stop codons. 

A similar scenario may be at work concerning the extra copy of element #4 in rat 

chromosome 4. It appears highly likely that a retrotransposition event has occurred. 

However, our analysis does not address the possibility that biological activity has been 

retained for this copy. What is clear is that this element #4 differs from element #5 by 

only one nucleotide and that a highly sensitive algorithm was required to identify each 

element. 

The methods presented here provide comprehensive detection of all exact matches 

within a set of genomes using a hash function approach. Christley et al. found 5,524 exact 

matches ≥ 100 bp in human, mouse and rat in one day on an 8 cluster machine. By 

comparison, our algorithm used approximately 5 days on a 48 cluster machine to find 

over 26,000 distinct exact matches in the same builds. These elements include numerous 

simple sequence repeats (microsatellites) of varying lengths which are present in various 

locations in at least one of the genomes. However, they also include several previously 

unreported ‘complex’ exact matches in human, mouse and rat. These new elements have 
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helped provide latent clues to the evolution and function of long identical multi-species 

elements.  
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4. Long Identical Multi-Species Elements in Plant Genomes 

 

4.1 Current Knowledge About Ultraconserved Elements (UCEs) 

Ultraconserved elements (UCEs) are DNA sequences that are 100% identical (no 

SNPs, insertions or deletions) between species [13, 18]. Four hundred eighty one UCEs 

of 200 bp or longer were first identified by comparing the human, mouse and rat 

genomes. These elements, exclusively found in syntenic regions of each genome, were 

further characterized as being exonic, non-exonic or possibly exonic [13]. Later, UCEs 

between other genomes, including tetrapod and arthropod species, were identified [35, 

74, 76]. Many UCEs occur in non-coding regions and are thought to function as distal 

enhancers [14, 61, 63] or transcriptional coactivators [28], to regulate splicing [53], and 

to associate with other important regulatory functions (factors) [17, 23, 54]. UCEs in 

exonic regions may be associated with RNA binding and splicing regulation [13, 69]. The 

evolutionary mechanisms behind such extreme sequence conservation remain a mystery, 

although several hypotheses have been proposed [45, 46, 51]. The regions containing one 

or more UCEs are thought to experience much stronger purifying selection than do 

conserved noncoding regions or protein-coding regions [45]. The increased selective 

pressure would most likely be due to a combination of a functional requirement for very 

specific DNA sequences and a high fitness cost for the absence of those sequences. The 

most basic approach for identifying UCEs in two or more genomes relies on constructing 

pairwise sequence alignments of large genomic regions [20, 35, 74]. While this approach 

is tractable for closely related genomes, it becomes both more computationally intensive 

and less accurate for more distantly related organisms. 
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4.2 Challenges of UCE Detection in Plant Genomes 

The content of plant genomes differs from mammalian genomes in several ways 

that affect the identification of ultraconserved elements [62]. First, compared to the 

mammalian genomes, plant genomes have undergone a far more rapid expansion as a 

result of repeated polyploidy events [75]. Furthermore, chromosomal changes, such as 

fractionation following polyploidy, crossovers, and mutations, makes it harder to identify 

homologous regions between plant genomes [3, 30]. Such extensive rearrangement of the 

genetic material in plant genomes renders the current whole genome alignment-based 

methods inapplicable for detecting identical sequences in plants. To the best of our 

knowledge, the only report of detecting identical sequences in plant genomes to date 

employed a pattern-matching algorithm and resulted in a set of 25 elements of 100 bp or 

longer between two genomes, Arabidopsis thaliana and Oryza sativa [84]. The small 

number of the identical sequences, the fact that none of the sequences were in syntenic 

positions, and the fact that one sequence was a part of a larger segment of mitochondrial 

DNA led to the hypotheses that at least some “ultraconservatism” in plants could be 

explained by horizontal transfer events [30]. 

 

4.3 A New Algorithm for Detecting Identical Sequences Across Species 

In Chapter 3, we developed an information retrieval based method to identify all 

long identical multi-species elements (LIMEs), shared by two or more genomes, given 

the element’s minimal length. As previously described in Sections 2.4 through 2.6, the 

method does not depend on a sequence alignment since it employs the hash mapping 

technique to efficiently identify exact matches between small sequence fragments and the 
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entire chromosome sequence. Each chromosome from each species is preprocessed into 

searchable hash tables (Chapter 2 and [64]). Each hash bin in a hash table includes every 

location of an 8 bp nucleotide sequence (key) within the chromosome. The hash bin(s) 

have been sorted based on the keys to facilitate retrieval of the correct hash bin for an 

input sequence of arbitrary length. The method can be applied to extract exact matches 

between an arbitrary number of genomes, by finding matches between all their subsets. 

The latter property will also guarantee (Section 3.5) finding all possible LIMEs, both 

syntenic and non-syntenic, greater or equal to a predefined length that are common to all 

n genomes. 

 

4.4 Overview of Results in Plants 

Using this approach, we have obtained a comprehensive set of all LIMEs of 100 

bp or longer between the six publicly available large (>100 Mbp) plant genomes: 

Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana, At), soybean (Glycine max, Gm), rice (Oryza sativa, 

Os), cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa, Pt), sorghum (Sorghum bicolor, Sb), and grape 

(Vitis vinifera, Vv). 
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Figure 4-1 LIMEs in the Arabidopsis thaliana genome. 
(A) LIMEs in Arabidopsis (At) genome, depicted as colored ticks with non-repetitive LIMEs above and 
repetitive LIMEs below each chromosome sequence. Tick color corresponds to the number of genomes, 
including At, sharing a LIME: red for 3 genomes, orange for 4, light blue for 5, and dark blue for 6. When 
two LIMEs are 45 Kbp or less apart, they are grouped in the same box. Once there are more than 20 LIMEs 
in such box, the box size is unchanged, but correct proportions of LIMEs shared by 3,4,5, and 6 genomes 
are depicted by the relative thickness of the colored parts. Orange numbers specify the total number of 
LIMEs per each box, blue correspond to motif ID (see Table 4-3) for one or multiple repetitive LIMEs. 
Identified centromere positions are shown as grey boxes. (B) A detailed representation of a chromosome 3 
region that includes two LIMEs shared by all six genomes, and the nearest genes. 
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Figure 4-2 LIMEs in the Glycine max genome (chromosomes 1 – 11). 
See Figure 4-1 for further description. 
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Figure 4-3 LIMEs in the Glycine max genome (chromosomes 12 – 20). 
See Figure 4-1 for further description. 
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Figure 4-4 LIMEs in the Oryza sativa genome. 
See Figure 4-1 for further description. 
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Figure 4-5 LIMEs in the Populus trichocarpa genome. 
See Figure 4-1 for further description. 
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Figure 4-6 LIMEs in the Sorghum bicolor genome. 
See Figure 4-1 for further description. 
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Figure 4-7 LIMEs in the Vitis vinifera genome. 
See Figure 4-1 for further description. 
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There are 26,176 unique sequences of LIMEs shared by any two genomes, 13,752 

shared by any three genomes, 5,121 shared by any four genomes, 1,578 shared by any 

five genomes, and 47 LIMEs shared by all six genomes (Figure 4-1 through Figure 4-7). 

Sequence analysis and functional annotation has revealed several main types of plant 

LIMEs, some of which have not been previously described in animals. 

 

4.5 Repetitive and Non-Repetitive LIMEs 

Each identified plant LIME can be classified to one of two basic structural 

classes: repetitive LIMEs, i.e. LIMEs that contain series of small identical subsequences, 

and non-repetitive LIMEs. Of the 26,176 LIMEs identified for the six plant genomes, 

95.76% (25,066) are repetitive and 4.24% (1,110) are non-repetitive. Overall, the 

repetitive LIMEs are prevalent in all six genomes (Figure 4-8).  

An average repetitive LIME is 143 bp long, shorter than an average non-repetitive 

element (175 bp) (Figure 4-9). The relative ratios of repetitive to non-repetitive LIMEs 

are similar across the plant genomes considered (Figure 4-10). Among 1,110 unique non-

repetitive elements derived from all combinations of genome pairs that we identified, 

only four unique elements were common to all six genomes (Figure 4-8). These four 

elements, which we also found in Papaya genome (Table 4-1), turned out to be 

interrelated: in all analyzed genomes except sorghum, the longest of the four elements 

also contains sequences of the three shorter ones. The four elements were nevertheless 

considered unique because the two shortest elements are mapped to several additional 

locations in the sorghum genome (Table 4-1). This element encodes a region of the 

rDNA genes, and will be discussed further below.  
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Figure 4-8 A phylogenetic tree of the six species for repetitive and non-repetitive LIMEs. 
The top node number is the number of elements common to each species in a subtree while the number in 
parenthesis is the number of connections between identical elements across left and right subtrees. The 
number of connections is derived from the branch numbers below each node which, in turn, are based on 
all species below the branch. Each element may be present one or more times in a genome. Therefore, the 
number of occurrences of each element (per genome) is determined and the minimum over all genomes 
below a branch is chosen. These values are subsequently summed over all elements to make a branch 
number. All ultraconserved elements ≥ 100 bp are considered for each subtree.  
 

 

Arabidopsis is typical in its possession and distribution of repetitive and non-

repetitive LIMEs. Specifically, our new method detected 1,899 unique LIMEs shared 

with at least one of the remaining five genomes (Figure 4-1), including 613 unique 

elements between Arabidopsis and rice, 24.5 times more than were previously identified 

[84]. The repetitive elements constituted the majority of all LIMEs (1,685 unique LIMEs, 

~88.7%).  
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Figure 4-9 Distribution of LIME lengths in four groups of elements. 
The groups are single copy non-repetitive, single copy repetitive, multiple copy non-repetitive, and 
multiple copy repetitive. 
 

Figure 4-10 Distribution of repetitive and non-repetitive LIMEs across six genomes (in percent of total). 
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Table 4-1 LIMEs found within seven plant genomes. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The repertoire of the repetitive LIMEs in Arabidopsis was surprisingly small: we 

found that a repetitive LIME contained copies of either one or two motifs from the total 

set of 6 motifs of 2-7bp, each occurring up to 323 times in tandem. The majority of 

Arabidopsis LIMEs are non-coding: of 26,367 unique locations of repetitive LIMEs, 

4,015 corresponded to coding and 22,352 to non-coding sequence; of the 305 locations of 

non-repetitive LIMEs, 169 are coding and 136 non-coding. Using the TAIR annotation 

framework [78], we categorized all genic LIMEs as exonic, partly exonic, and possibly 

intronic, based on whether they are located entirely in an exonic region, only partially, or 

not at all. We found 3,251 exonic, 713 partly exonic, and 220 possibly intronic locations 

of both repetitive and non-repetitive LIMEs.  
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4.6 LIME Taxonomy Based on the Possible Origins 

Unlike mammalian UCEs, which were found only in syntenic regions, plant 

LIMEs are not found to be in synteny across species. This lack of synteny further 

supports our contention that at least some of the plant LIMEs are not passed on vertically. 

Indeed, we suggest there are three possible origins for the identical sequences found in 

our set of plant genomes: vertical inheritance, horizontal transfer and de novo 

manufacturing. While vertical inheritance of nuclear material is straightforward to 

understand, it is obfuscated by extensive genomic rearrangements. For instance, to 

determine whether or not the four LIMEs are conserved in other species than the six plant 

genomes, we examined the function of the shortest of them. This element is a part of the 

26S rRNA gene, which accounts for its common presence across the genomes. A BLAST 

search of this element against the nonredundant (NR) nucleotide database at the National 

Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [82], reveals exact copies of this LIME in 

the 18S, 26S, and 28S rRNA genes of 76 organisms, including species from plants, 

animals and fungi. 

 

4.7 Mitochondrial LIMEs Shared by Arabidopsis and Other Plant 

Genomes 

In addition to their nuclear genomes, most plants also pass two other genomes to 

their offspring, the mitochondrial and plastid genomes. Occasionally, the latter genomes 

can become fully or partially incorporated into the nuclear genome: a copy of almost the  
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Figure 4-11 Comparison of entire Arabidopsis thaliana mitochondria genome (top panel) to a 
pericentromeric region of Arabidopsis thaliana chromosome 2 (bottom panel). 
Each panel represents a genomic region with the dash line separating the top and bottom strands of DNA. 
Composite colored arrows (grey, blue, green) drawn above and below the dashed line represent gene 
models on the top or bottom strand of DNA respectively. Regions of sequence similarity as identified by 
BlastZ are shown as pink blocks drawn above and below the dashed line for hits in the (++) and (+-) 
orientation respectively. Colored wedges have been drawn connecting the largest regions of sequence 
similarity. This shows that nearly the entire mitochondrial genome is represented in chromosome two, 
albeit with a few rearrangements. Genes from Table 4-2 are highlighted by black arrows. Results can be 
regenerated at: http://tinyurl.com/y9gemlo . 

 

entire Arabidopsis mitochondrial genome is found on chromosome 2, albeit with a few 

rearrangements (a ~280 Kbp segment, 3,229,000 through 3,509,000, see Figure 4-11). 

This region contains 18 elements (IDs 830-847), 13 of which are exonic or partly 

exonic, with TAIR annotations that include Cytochrome C, tRNA-Met, NADH 

Dehydrogenase and ribosomal protein S4. The elements were identified through exact 

matches to grape (7), soybean (4), rice (6) and sorghum (1). Notably, all nine non-

repetitive, non-artifactual exonic LIMEs found in our analysis that are shared by 

Arabidopsis and at least one other species, are indentified as the mitochondrial insertions 

(Table 4-2). However, the corresponding genomic cross-species regions show very 

http://tinyurl.com/y9gemlo�
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limited homology at best and sometimes only match at the elements themselves (Figure 

4-12).  

 

Table 4-2 Arabidopsis non-repetitive, non-artifactual exonic LIMEs. 
 

 

 

Figure 4-12 CoGe genomic comparison of Arabidopsis Chr 2 (3,387,155 – 3,409,431) to Soybean Chr 7 
(16,630,457 – 16,650,765) containing LIME ID 845.  
Results can be regenerated at: http://genomevolution.org/r/pvp  
 

http://genomevolution.org/r/pvp�
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Figure 4-13 Cross-species comparisons of mitochondrial DNA. 
Each panel represents a mitochondrial region with the dash line separating the top and bottom strands of 
DNA. The four panels from top to bottom are Arabidopsis, rice, sorghum and grape. Composite colored 
arrows (grey, blue, green) drawn above and below the dashed line represent gene models on the top or 
bottom strand of DNA respectively. High scoring segment pairs (HSPs) as identified by BlastZ are shown 
as colored blocks (orange, brown, light green, dark green) drawn above and below the dashed line for hits 
in the (++) and (+-) orientation respectively. HSPs <50 bp have been filtered out. Colored wedges have 
been drawn connecting HSPs containing copies of LIME ID 845. There are numerous HSPs and extensive 
rearrangements between mitochondrial genomes. Results can be regenerated at 
http://genomevolution.org/r/1jie  

 

The mitochondrial genomes of each species except soybean (which no sequence 

has been published) were searched, and exact matches to all but three elements were 

found. The latter three elements had near exact matches, differing by only one or two 

nucleotides in Arabidopsis. Using the mitochondrial matches as anchoring points in a 

cross-species comparison frequently resulted in relatively short (50–1000 bp) high-

scoring segment pairs that had been extensively rearranged between mitochondrial 

genomes (Figure 4-13). Therefore, the surrounding mitochondrial and nuclear sequences 

http://genomevolution.org/r/1jie�
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seem to be rearranged and/or diverged, while still retaining these few elements 

throughout evolution. 

 

4.8 Horizontally Inherited LIMEs 

The horizontally-derived sequences detected by our algorithm could be of both 

natural and artificial origins. Some of the identified elements are likely the products of 

sequence assembly errors and/or bacterial sequence insertions. For instance, there are 38 

elements in Arabidopsis TAIRv7 that have been removed from TAIRv9 and 59 elements 

that have been annotated as “bacterial insertion sequence elements” in Arabidopsis. On 

the other hand, we found several Arabidopsis repetitive elements that are associated with 

a transposon. A copy of a repetitive element containing motif ‘GAGA’ was found within 

an Arabidopsis gene annotated as “hAT-like transposase family” (gene ID AT5G28673); 

two other copies of this element were identified in genes annotated as “probable 

serine/threonine-protein kinase” (gene ID AT3G59410) and “unknown protein” 

(AT1G01725). Another copy of the same repetitive element, located on chromosome 2 of 

Arabidopsis was classified as non-coding. 

 

4.9 De Novo Sequence Manufacturing 

De novo sequence manufacturing could be another possible source of identical 

cross-species sequences in plants. For instance, strand slippage during DNA synthesis is 

the most-likely explanation for some of the repetitive elements identified. Similar to the 

previous description of Arabidopsis, although there are 25,066 unique repetitive LIMEs 

among the six genomes, these LIMEs are remarkably limited in the repeats they employ. 
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Thus, a repetitive LIME consists of one or two short motifs; the set of all motifs used in 

LIMEs encompasses only 12 of the possible 1,699 2-7 bp motifs (Table 4-3).  

 

Table 4-3 Basic types of sequence motifs used by repetitive LIMEs. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4-4 Repetitive LIME motifs by species. 
Present = 1, Absent = 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moreover, only Sorghum contains repetitive LIMEs of all 12 motifs, whereas other 

genomes use subsets of 5-11 motifs (Table 4-4). On average, the repertoire of ~7.8 

unique motifs is used by repetitive LIMEs from one genome. Many repeats appear to be 
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microsatellites (consisting of motifs 2 to 6 bp long [39]). The exceptions are the 

TTTAGGG (LIME label 1, Figure 4-1A), GAGA, and possibly two other motifs, 

ATACAT and ATTAT (Table 4-3). 

 

4.10 Statistical Model of Repeat Motif Common Between 6 Plant Genomes  

The set of all distinct motifs forming tandem repeat sequences was determined for 

each of the six genomes using Tandem Repeat Finder [32]. Two motifs were defined as 

distinct, if they are neither reverse complementary nor they form highly similar repeat 

sequences (these sequences differ only in the N- and C-terminal tails of the first and/or 

last motifs in each tandem repeat sequence). For example, motifs TATA and ATAT are 

not distinct. There are 1,699 possible distinct motifs of size 2-7 bp; we found 228 motifs 

of size 2-7 bp in Arabidopsis, 576 in cottonwood, 550 in grape, 493 in rice, 680 in 

soybean, and 552 in sorghum (Table 4-5).  

 

Table 4-5 Tandem repeat motif counts by genome 
 

Genome At Gm Os Pt Sb Vv 
Motifs 2-7 bp 228 680 493 576 552 550 

 

Pairs of plant genomes were found to share hundreds of the motifs. For instance, 

there were 365 motifs (2-7 bp) in common between rice and sorghum. Yet, only between 

2 and 11 of the shared motifs were found to contribute to the repetitive LIMEs (Table 

4-6). Moreover, we found that only 12 different motifs were used in all repetitive LIMEs 

shared between two or more plant genomes (Table 4-3 and Table 4-4). To estimate the 

probability of getting such a small set of common motifs by chance, a simple statistical 
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model was employed. For N genomes we randomly selected s = 
2

)1( −NN  independent 

samples of distinct motifs from the population of 1,699 possible motifs. Each sample 

corresponds to an overlap of the short motifs between a pair of genomes that occurred by 

chance.  

 

Table 4-6 Shared LIME motifs between species 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The total number of distinct motifs shared by all the samples is the size of a set C = 

 ji ijC
<

, where Cij is the sample of motifs common between genomes i and j. We then 

estimated the probability that the size of C is equal to i, . While to the best of 

our knowledge, this problem is still open for a set of samples of arbitrary sizes, a simpler 

problem, where all s samples are of the same size, k, has been recently solved [10], with 

the probability determined: 
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We will use the result from that simpler problem to estimate the upper bound of 

, where i = 12. Since, only one of 15 pairs of genomes share only 2 motifs, and 

the remaining 14 pairs share between 3 and 11 motifs, each, the upper bound of 

 was estimated using the union set of s = 15 samples, each of size k = 3 (we 

note that here, the probability  is decreasing with the increasing value of k from 

3 to 11). We found that the probability that the union set of 15 motif samples, each 

containing 3 distinct motifs, consists of 12 motifs is estimated by the upper bound of 

3×10-69. 

 

4.11 Functional Repeats 

Each genome contains only a fraction of 1,699 possible distinct tandem repeat 

motifs of size 2-7 bp; the sizes of these sets varied from 228 motifs for Arabidopsis to 

680 motifs in soybean (Table 4-5). Only a small subset of each set constitutes the 

repetitive LIMEs (Table 4-4), however these subsets are remarkably similar between the 

genomes of all six species. The fact that repeats containing certain motifs share the 

extreme conservation across multiple genomes can be attributed to the common functions 

carried by the motifs. Indeed, the TTTAGGG motif is known to be the telomeric repeat 

sequences in Arabidopsis [66]. Telomere sequences containing this motif are found in a 

wide variety of plant species, although the pattern is not universal among angiosperms, as 

Asparagales species appear to lack the repeat [4, 27, 31]. Our analysis found telomeric 

repetitive elements containing motif TTTAGGG in all six genomes (Figure 4-1A through 

Figure 4-7). In addition, centromeric (TTTAGGG)n repeat sequences were found in 

Arabidopsis (chromosome 3) and possibly in grape  (chromosome 9). Another example 
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of functional repeats are the GAGA repeats in soybean [70] which have a known binding 

protein, GAGA-binding protein (GBP), and are thought to regulate gene function(s). 

Similarly, the GAGA repeats in Drosophila melanogaster have been shown to be the 

binding sites for protein complexes and have a regulatory role [55]. The large number of 

potential target sequences for GAGA-binding proteins in plant genomes suggest that 

those proteins may affect expression of a variety of genes involved in different plant 

processes. There is a possibility that other repetitive LIMEs, such as ATACAT and 

perhaps ATTAT, are manufactured in a similar fashion by a yet to be discovered 

mechanism. While the function of ATACAT repeat has not been identified, shorter 

ATTAT repeats have been found to be fully conserved in the noncoding trnL intron of 

the chloroplast genome in the orchid species of Desa genus [15]. 

 

4.12 Copy Number for Identified LIMEs 

With the ability of our new method to match a fragment of one genome sequence 

to multiple positions of another genome, we discovered that both repetitive and non-

repetitive LIMEs often occur in multiple locations across each genome, although, 

curiously, we did not find non-repetitive LIMEs occurring in multiple copies in 

cottonwood and grape. The four LIMEs shared by all six genomes are no exception: the 

longest LIME occurs in 89 different locations of soybean chromosome 13, while the 

second shortest element is in two locations of sorghum chromosome 5 and the shortest 

element occurs twice on sorghum chromosome 1 (Table 4-1). On average, a plant 

genome from our set contains 4,938 LIMEs occurring in multiple copies and 6,047 single 

copy LIMEs (Table 4-7). The genomes are highly variable in their numbers of multi-copy 
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Table 4-7 Copy numbers of repetitive and non-repetitive LIMEs by genome. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LIMEs, varying from a single instance in cottonwood to 212 cases in rice among the non-

repetitive elements and from 692 (in Arabidopsis) to 11,053 (in soybean) for repetitive 

elements. Unsurprisingly, the number of the single-copy LIMEs in a genome always 

exceeds the number of multiple-copy elements. The number of copies of a multiple-copy 

LIME also varies significantly: 2 to 55 copies of each non-repetitive and 18 to 160 of 

each repetitive LIME, with unusually high number of multiple copies located in 

chromosome 13 of the soybean genome. These observations recall the patterns of gene 

family size seen in complete genomes [43, 49] in that the probabilities of duplications (or 

deletions) of genes within a gene family are not independent of each other. Therefore, 

they may have similar origins. Some elements are present multiple times in multiple plant 

genomes (see Section 4.16 for an example). One possible source of multiple-copy LIMEs 
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is whole genome duplication events, a recurrent feature of plant genome evolution. For 

example, in the lineage leading to Arabidopsis, there is a paleopolyploidy shared among 

all eurosids [44, 56], and two subsequent sequential tetraploidies [19]. Likewise, the 

sequenced monocot genomes share are at least 2 and, possibly three polyploidy events 

[80, 83]. By (potentially) duplicating all of the LIMEs in a genome, such events could be 

responsible for the extant multiple copy LIMEs. However, although the rice and sorghum 

genomes appear to have experienced the same genome duplication events [3, 79], 

sorghum has twice as many LIME copies as does rice (Section 4.17), suggesting that 

paleopolyploidy is unlikely to explain different occurrences of multiple-copy UCE in 

extant genomes. 

 

4.13 Determining Co-Localized LIMEs 

The LIME spatial distribution for non-repetitive elements was analyzed by an 

agglomerative clustering algorithm, in which the maximum distance between any two 

adjacent/overlapping elements on a chromosome is not allowed to exceed a certain 

threshold. The threshold was varied in 100 bp increments from 100 bp (1,769 clusters) to 

1,000,000 bp (380 clusters) and all 85 chromosomes from the 6 plant genomes were 

considered (Figure 4-14). A region of LIMEs was subsequently defined by setting the 

threshold at 60,000 base pairs, resulting in 627 clusters; further increase of the threshold 

resulted in a significantly slower decrease of the number of clusters, compared to the 

initial increase of the threshold from 100 to 60,000 bp. 
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Figure 4-14 Number of clusters per cluster size. 
Log-log plot of the maximal distance allowed between two LIMEs in the same cluster against the total 
number of clusters obtained as a result of agglomerative clustering that uses that maximal distance as a 
threshold (grey dots). Solid black line is a fitted polynomial function of degree 4. 

 

4.14 Co-Localization of LIMEs: Clusters and Superclusters 

Although plant LIMEs are different from animal UCEs in many aspects, including 

the absence of synteny and prevalence of high copy numbers of multiple copies in the 

former, the plant and animal elements have an important property in common: they are 

often found either overlapping with each other or in close proximity. While this is 

expected for the repetitive LIMEs, where one tandem repeat sequence could be a source 

of many repetitive LIMEs, we found more overlapping than non-overlapping non-

repetitive LIMEs for four out of the six genomes, except rice and sorghum (Table 4-8). 

The soybean genome, for example, contains 5,451 copies of 336 unique non-repetitive 
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elements that can be grouped into just 47 clusters where adjacent/overlapping elements 

are ≤ 60,000 bp apart.  

In Arabidopsis, the cluster of such neighbor LIMEs containing the four LIMEs 

shared by six genomes is located in close proximity of the third chromosome’s 

centromere. On the other hand, the cluster in rice (chromosome 2) containing LIMEs 

shared by the six genomes is not located in close proximity to either the centromere or the 

telomere (Figure 4-4). Co-localization of LIMEs has its extremes: we found that 

chromosome 13 of the soybean genome (Figure 4-3) contains the largest group of 3,062 

neighbor LIMEs (average distance between the starting nucleotides of two neighboring 

LIMEs for the first 3,061 LIMEs is only 291 bp (the last LIME is located ~812 Kbp from 

its nearest neighbor)). This number is surprisingly high, as it surpasses any other number 

of neighbor LIMEs in the remaining five genomes by at least an order of magnitude; the 

rest of the soybean genome has 43 clusters with an average of 3,325 elements per cluster.  

 

Table 4-8 Overlapping/non-overlapping LIMEs by genome. 
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Determining the origins of these abundant non-repetitive LIMEs in the chromosome that 

is known for its unique association with the nucleolus organizer region, NOR [37], can 

provide insights into differences between the soybean NOR and NORs of other species. 

For all six species, there are 631 non-repetitive clusters in total, with an average of ~14 

LIMEs per cluster (96.6%) and 306 non-repetitive LIMEs occurring alone (Table 4-9). 

Also, there are 3,601 repetitive clusters (99.99%), with ~1,007 LIMEs per cluster on 

average, and 193 repetitive LIMEs occurring alone. 

 

Table 4-9 Repetitive/non-repetitive LIMEs per cluster. 
 

 

A possible explanation for this observation of clustering of LIMEs is through 

horizontal gene/genome transfer events from organelle genomes. We next studied the 

relationship between the properties of LIMEs to localize within the same cluster and to 

occur in multiple copies within the same genome and across multiple ones. When 

constructing a network of clustered non-repetitive LIMEs, where two clusters are 

connected if they share at least one common LIME, we found that the clusters are 
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naturally grouped into 170 “superclusters”, where any two superclusters do not share a 

single LIME between them (Figure 4-15 and Section 4.15).  

 

Figure 4-15 Network of clustered non-repetitive LIMEs. 
All elements in one cluster are connected to a selected representative with the edges of the same color as 
nodes. Clusters of LIMEs within one species are connected through the representative nodes with dark 
green edges, if they share one or more multi-copy non-repetitive LIMEs. Clusters sharing LIMEs across 
multiple species are connected through their representatives with red edges. This network was made using 
the Large Graph Layout LGL program [2]. 

 

When analyzing connectivity within superclusters, we found that LIMEs that 

belong to the same cluster in one species would be dispersed into multiple clusters in 

another species. For instance, in a supercluster that includes a single non-repetitive LIME 

from Arabidopsis (LIME ID 1516), the average number of inter-species connections for 

one cluster is ~3.4 (red edges, Figure 4-16). Similarly, the intra-species copies of a multi-
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copy LIME are often not co-localized in the same cluster (dark green edges in Figure 

4-15 and Figure 4-16). 

Figure 4-16 A “supercluster” of non-repetitive LIMEs. 
Included are a single element from Arabidopsis (LIME id 1516, maroon node) and 24 clusters from four 
other genomes: soybean (Gm, grey nodes), rice (Os, gold nodes), sorghum (Sb, green nodes), and grape 
(Vv, blue nodes). See Figure 4-15 for further description. 

 

4.15 Network of Clustered LIMEs Within a Single Genome and Across 

Multiple Genomes 

We constructed two networks of non-repetitive and repetitive LIMEs using the 

Large Graph Layout LGL program [2] that define the relationship between LIME clusters 

through identical copies of LIMEs shared between clusters within the same and across 

different species (Figure 4-15). The nodes in the network of non-repetitive LIME 

locations corresponded to individual elements, each node was colored by the 

corresponding species. There are two types of intra-species edges: intra-cluster (colored 

the same as the nodes of that species) and inter-cluster (colored black). Two clusters can 
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be connected with at most one edge through an arbitrary selected pairs of representative 

LIMEs, one from each cluster. Edges colored red correspond to the presence of at least 

one shared LIME between a pair of clusters in the same species. The network of non-

repetitive LIMEs consists of 8,788 nodes.  An analysis of the non-repetitive network 

topology reveals that the network appears to be scale-free, as the node degrees follow a 

power law distribution. Defining network hubs as nodes having 100 or more edges leaves 

11 hubs in the network with an average of 619.6 edges per hub. A hub of the highest 

degree is located in soybean chromosome 13 and contains 5,087 edges. Overall, there are 

8,157 intra-cluster edges, 2,147 inter-cluster edges and 1,070 inter-species edges making 

an average of 1.29 edges per node. The nodes in the network of repetitive elements 

correspond to individual elements that have been merged when overlapping on a 

chromosome since 99.05% of them overlap. This drops the total number of nodes from 

3,628,645 to just 4,343. The network is not scale-free as the node degrees follow a 

polynomial distribution. Overall, there are 747 intra-cluster edges, 1,877,343 inter-cluster 

edges and 2,620,855 inter-species edges making an average of ~1,036 edges per node.  

 

4.16 An Example of a Multiple-Copy LIME 

CoGe analysis (Figure 4-17) shows a 121 bp ultraconserved element (LIME ID 

23928) present three times in rice and twice in sorghum. In rice, one copy is located 

within gene Os05g0293600 and another is less than 500 bp downstream of 

Os10g0355000; both of these genes are labeled as “DNA-directed RNA polymerase beta 

chain”. The third copy is located in an intergenic region in chromosome 1. In sorghum, 

one copy of the LIME is located within gene Sb04g009441 and the other is within gene 
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Sb03g017630; both of the genes have been annotated “similar to DNA-directed RNA 

polymerase subunit beta”. 

 

Figure 4-17 Cross-Species comparison between rice and sorghum involving LIME ID 23928. 
Each panel contains genomic regions surrounding LIME ID 23928 ±10,000 bp. From top to bottom, the 
panels are from rice chr. 5, rice chr. 1, rice chr. 10, sorghum chr. 4 and sorghum chr. 3. Results can be 
regenerated at: http://tinyurl.com/lgcb82 . 

 

4.17 A Model to Test Paleopolyploidy Hypothesis for Multi-Copy LIMEs 

To find whether the appearance of multiple-copy LIMEs could be explained 

exclusively by the paleopolyploidy events, we compared multiple-copy LIMEs in rice 

and sorghum genomes. These genomes were selected since they were found to share 

more multiple-copy elements (240) than other pairs of genomes. In addition, the genomes 

are thought to undergo the same ancient duplication events [3, 79]. Rice has 965 copies 

of multi-copy LIMEs shared between the two genomes, while sorghum has 554, giving a 

ratio of 1.74 to 1. Since LIMEs often have a close spatial relationship and would 

http://tinyurl.com/lgcb82�
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subsequently be expected to evolve as a unit, an alternative scenario was considered 

where LIMEs were grouped into clusters (≤ 60,000 bp, see S ection 4.13 for more details) 

and the link between a LIME cluster in the rice genome and a cluster in the sorghum 

genome was established if both cluster had at least one LIME in common. We found that 

the rice genome has 85 LIME clusters that link to 19 clusters in sorghum, resulting in a 

4.47:1 cluster ratio. If multiple copies of LIMEs in both genomes were due to one or 

several paleopolyploidy event, one would expect to see similar numbers of copies. Based 

on the results of both scenarios, one can conclude that paleopolyploidy seems not to be 

the exclusive mechanism behind the multiple-copy LIME phenomenon. 

 

4.18 BLAST Search and TAIR Annotation of Non-Repetitive LIMEs That 

Are Common to at Least Three Plant Species 

Each of the 234 LIMEs common to at least three species was used in a BLAST 

search [7] of the non-redundant database at NCBI [82]. The annotation of the returned 

hits for each element was consistently one of several ribosomal subunits (16S, 18S, 23S, 

26S or 45S) across multiple organisms, except for one 140 bp element (LIME ID 834/5) 

present in Arabidopsis, rice and sorghum, which was mitochondrial in origin. CoGe 

analysis of this element, (Figure 4-18), in Arabidopsis showed that it is within a large 

region of identity (99.66% over 52,089 bp) between chromosome 2 and the mitochondrial 

genome. In Arabidopsis, it starts 498 bp downstream of AT2G07792 (tRNA-Tyr 

anticodon: GTA) on chromosome 2 and is within the forth intron of ArthMp044 (NADH 

dehydrogenase subunit 1) in the mitochondrial genome. It is present twice in rice 

mitochondria. One copy starts 585 bp downstream of OrsajM_t19 (tRNA-Tyr) and 53 bp  
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Figure 4-18 CoGe analysis of LIME ID 834/5. 
Each panel represents a genomic region with the dash line separating the top and bottom strands of DNA. 
Seven panels are (from top to bottom): Arabidopsis chr. 2 (3,273,245 – 3,393,224), Arabidopsis 
mitochondria (273,157 – 366,924), rice chr. 1 (33,455,181 – 33,575,181), rice mitochondria (304,376 – 
418,370), rice mitochondria (384,863 – 490,520), sorghum chr. 9 (35,169,328 – 35,289,302) and sorghum 
mitochondria (182,868 – 302,868). Composite colored arrows (grey, blue, green) drawn above and below 
the dashed line represent gene models on the top or bottom strand of DNA respectively. Regions of 
sequence similarity as identified by BlastZ are shown as colored blocks drawn above and below the dashed 
line for hits in the (++) and (+-) orientation respectively. Colored wedges have been drawn connecting the 
regions of sequence similarity between each species genomic and mitochondrial DNA. Genes from Section 
4.18 are highlighted by black arrows and labeled. Results can be regenerated at: 
http://genomevolution.org/r/1lui . 
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downstream of OrsajM_p52 (NADH dehydrogenase subunit 2) while the other copy 

starts 405,541 bp upstream of OrsajM_p52 (its nearest gene). On rice chromosome 1, it 

starts 56 bp downstream of Os01g0790900 (H+-transporting two-sector ATPase, 

delta/epsilon subunit family protein) and 585 bp downstream of Os01g0790800 (tRNA-

Tyr). The largest HSP between rice chromosome 1 and rice mitochondria (which contains 

the ultraconserved element) is 6,256 bp long and has 100% identity. In sorghum 

chromosome 9, the element is within the unannotated Sb09g014016 gene. In sorghum 

mitochondria, it starts 274 bp downstream of SobioMt09 (tRNA-Met) on one strand 

while, on the other strand, 88 bp of it are in the 5th and last exon of SobioMp21 (NADH 

dehydrogenase subunit 2) and 52 bp are downstream of the gene.  

Sequence analysis suggests that the regions containing this element have evolved 

differently in Arabidopsis, rice and sorghum. For instance, in Arabidopsis, the element is 

within a large identical region between genomic and mitochondrial DNA, while in 

sorghum there is only limited homology between genomic and mitochondrial regions; the 

homology between rice genomic and mitochondrial regions is in between those two 

extremes. However, this element may be important in translation in these species. For 

instance, in Arabidopsis and rice genomic DNA (as well as rice mitochondria), the 

element is 500 – 600 bp downstream of a tRNA-Tyr gene, while in sorghum 

mitochondria it is 274 bp downstream of tRNA-Met gene. 

 

4.19 Plant LIMEs Are Often Associated With rDNA Genes 

As mentioned, the synteny analysis performed using the comparative genomic 

platform CoGe [57], has revealed that LIMEs shared between two or more genomes are 
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not found in syntenic locations. This finding unexpectedly contrasts with the syntenic 

nature of the mammalian UCEs [13]. For some plant LIMEs, the absence of synteny 

could be the result of their recurrent origins, which were essentially “created in place” 

rather than being universally inherited from the common ancestor. For other LIMEs, the 

non-syntenic nature can be explained by their origin through the transfer of the genetic 

material from an organellar to nuclear genome, or by their being a part of mobile 

elements that have not been annotated as such. To address the question of evolutionary 

origins of the remaining non-syntenic, non-repetitive, non-organellar plant LIMEs, we 

performed a nucleotide BLAST [7] search against the non-redundant database at NCBI 

[82] using supersequences of non-repetitive LIMEs as queries. These sequences derived 

from LIMEs shared by at least three species that were merged if their locations on a 

chromosome overlapped (Sections 4.18). Notably, the resulting best hits for the 

supersequences were ribosomal subunits (16S, 18S, 23S, 26S or 45S), mainly from other 

flowering plants, and having exact matches (100%) to the queries. Thus, the lack of 

synteny in this case belies a true functional conservation, most likely as a result of the 

increased possibility for rearrangements in the highly duplicated ribosomal genes. We 

further suggest that one reason these ribosomal genes possess LIMEs is that the process 

of gene conversion among the multiple copies has resulted in long-term sequence 

homogenization among these genes throughout the history of the angiosperms. 

 

4.20 Conclusion 

To the best of our knowledge, the only report of detecting identical sequences in 

plant genomes to date resulted in a set of 25 elements of 100 bp or longer between 
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Arabidopsis thaliana and Oryza sativa [84]. In this chapter, we have shown that there are, 

in fact, many other elements present having some very interesting properties. The first 

and most obvious property is that plant LIMEs are easily categorized as repetitive/non-

repetitive and single-copy/multiple-copy. They are also from non-syntenic cross-species 

regions. Also, we have presented evidence for three different mechanisms to explain the 

origins of plant LIMEs: vertical inheritance, horizontal transfer and de novo 

manufacturing. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the LIMEs shown in the figures 

of Section 4.4 can be co-localized into clusters and superclusters. Finally, in Section 4.11, 

we suggest the possibility that some repetitive LIMEs, such as ATACAT and perhaps 

ATTAT, are manufactured in a similar fashion to TTTAGGG and GAGA by a yet-to-be-

discovered mechanism. Therefore, the information presented in this chapter provides a 

much more detailed view of identical multi-species elements in plants. 
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5. Summary and Future Work 

 

5.1 Summary of Previous Work 

The algorithms developed in this dissertation were used to find exact matches of 

short segments of DNA within multiple genomic sequences. By using a new hash map 

approach developed in Chapter 2, the searches are quite efficient in terms of time per 

search as well as in terms of main memory usage. In Chapter 2, sequence matches to user 

queries were coupled with concurrent searches of the accompanying annotation data to 

identify a potentially new phase-variable site in Haemophilus influenzae based on 

information previously reported from Helicobacter pylori. Moreover, the methods used 

were general enough such that they can be applied to many other similar analysis which 

makes this approach very useful to the research community. A plan for extending the 

functionality of these methods is described in Section 5.2.1. In Chapter 3, the methods of 

Chapter 2 were further refined such that the comprehensive identification of identical 

multi-species elements became possible in a relatively short timeframe. Several 

previously unreported elements were subsequently identified and studied in human, 

mouse and rat. These elements include the first multi-copy, non-syntenic elements 

reported in mammals. Sections 3.9 and 3.10 describe how the multi-copy elements #2 and 

#4 of Table 3-1 are most likely the result of retrotransposition events. Finally, in Chapter 

4, plant identical multi-species elements from six large plant genomes were 

comprehensively identified. Upon further analysis, it became clear that the term 

“ultraconserved element” as commonly used in the literature is inadequate to describe the 

exactly matching elements from plants. Therefore, the term “long identical multi-species 
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element” (LIME) was adopted to include all such elements regardless of their taxonomy. 

The plant LIMEs were then studied in depth in terms of structure, function and evolution. 

 

5.2 Future Work 

 

5.2.1 Semi-Automate Knowledge Discovery With Repeated Refined 

Repetitive Searches 

The cross-species searches in Sections 2.8.2 and 2.8.3 were done “manually” 

beginning with information from the literature. The approach described speeds up the 

currently available knowledge discovery process for the research community but it has 

several shortcomings. For instance, it requires beforehand knowledge of a test sequence 

and it relies on the current annotation accompanying sequences in the database - which 

can often be described as incomplete at best. The approach could be automated (to a 

degree) to perform repeated searches of short DNA “words” given a larger segment of 

DNA as input. Furthermore, repeated searches could incorporate annotation terms that 

are derived “on-the-fly” as the searches progress. Closely-related terms from the Gene 

Ontology [33] could also be added to help refine the searches. The desired outcome 

would be a list of association rules [6], with adequate support and confidence, that 

associate DNA words to annotation terms. Then, the investigator could quickly narrow 

down the list of potentially important shorter sequences under consideration. 

Furthermore, there is a potential for unforeseen associations to be found by semi-

automating the discovery process. 
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5.2.2 Add Genomes to the Database of LIMEs and Make Them Available 

on the Web 

Currently, there are about a dozen genomes incorporated into the LIME database. 

Using just the information from these few genomes, many important findings were 

discovered and have been detailed in this dissertation. As more genomes are added, an 

increasingly complete picture of LIMEs throughout nature begins to emerge. The 

growing LIME database can be made available through the web complete with 

integration into the CoGe [56] web site, the NCBI [82] web site and the Repeat Masker 

web site [65]. This will be an invaluable tool for the research community. 

 

5.2.3 Investigate Intra-Species Exactly Matching Elements 

The work presented in Chapters 3 and 4 compared long identical multi-species 

elements from mammals and plants. However, the same algorithms could just as easily be 

applied to identify long identical intra-species elements. In mammals, an arbitrary 

threshold of 200 bp was applied to the elements that were considered further. In plants, 

the threshold was set at 100 bp. Exactly matching intra-species elements are likely to be 

much longer.  For example, Table 2-4 shows searches over 3.224 GBases using randomly 

obtained sequences. Since the input sequence came from the database, each search is 

guaranteed to find at least one exact match. However, even with sequence lengths 512 

and 1024 bp, there were more than one match (1.01) found, on average. 

In Section 4.14, we found a cluster of plant LIMEs in soybean chromosome 13 

that contains the largest group of 3,062 neighbor LIMEs. This chromosome is known to 

be associated with the nucleolus organizer region NOR in soybean [37]. A detailed map 
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of intra-species exactly matching elements from this region would help characterize it in 

more detail. Also, the soybean NOR map could be compared to similar regions from 

other species to help characterize them even further. Whether there are other similar 

undiscovered regions in nature containing multiple exact matches is an open question. 

 

5.2.4 Identify Long (Almost) Identical Multi-Species Elements 

While the problem of identifying ‘almost’ identical multi-species elements is 

more difficult than identifying identical elements, it can be achieved by adding to the 

approach developed in this dissertation. For instance, one possible approach is to lower 

the minimum guaranteed length of the exact matches that are recorded and then to use the 

matches as anchoring points in sequence alignments containing the surrounding regions 

of the chromosomes. Another approach is to cluster the exact matches and to look further 

within highly dense clusters. 

 

5.2.5 Investigate Possible Functional Roles of LIME Repetitive Motifs 

In Section 4.11, the question was raised of possible functional roles for some 

repetitive motifs. This was based on known functional roles for 2 of the 12 motifs 

identified: TTTAGGG and GAGA. In fact, GAGA sequences have functional roles in 

two species as dissimilar as Drosophila melanogaster [55] and soybean [70]. As 

mentioned in Section 4.11, the large number of potential target sequences for GAGA-

binding proteins in plant genomes suggest that those proteins may affect expression of a 

variety of genes involved in different plant processes. Interestingly, there are similar large 

numbers of repetitive sequences for other LIME motifs located throughout each genome 
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(Figure 4-1 through Figure 4-7). The question is whether there are enzymes 

manufacturing them or targeting them and, if so, what is their function(s). 

 

5.2.6 Networking Analysis of Plant LIMEs 

Sections 4.14 and 4.15 describe our work in developing a network graph of plant 

LIMEs. There are both inter-species as well as intra-species connections in the graphs. 

Both types of connections are useful when considered together, but each individual type 

help may provide useful insights that the other cannot. For instance, since LIMEs from 

the same cluster on a chromosome are more likely to evolve together as a unit, the inter-

species component of a networking graph may help elucidate the evolution of these 

regions. This may be especially true with species such as plants that are known to 

undergo multiple genomic rearrangements [3, 30, 75]. Also, within an individual cell, 

genes are often expressed through protein-protein interaction complexes [26, 50] and 

some of the genes involved may be scattered throughout the genome. A networking graph 

of intra-species LIMEs may correlate well with what is known about protein-protein 

interaction complexes. A good starting point is to compare a networking graph with 

published work such as Krogan [50]. 

 

5.2.7 Do LIMEs in Plants and Animals Have Common Evolutionary 

Mechanisms? 

In Chapter 4, our complete catalog of plant LIMEs, obtained using the methods 

developed in Chapters 2 and 3, allow us to raise three important questions concerning the 

evolutionary mechanisms that result in “ultraconservative” sequences. First, are there 
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shared LIMEs between plants and animals that date to before the split of these two 

lineages? While very old UCEs are known from animals [14], the non-syntenic elements, 

such as repetitive LIMEs, are the most likely candidates to be shared between the two 

kingdoms. Second, even in the absence of conserved elements, are the evolutionary 

mechanisms producing the LIMEs in plants and UCEs (i.e., syntenic LIMEs) in animals 

the same? While some features of animal and plant LIMEs are similar, the plant LIMEs 

are shorter than animal UCEs and are exclusively located in regions of no known 

synteny, potentially suggesting differing origins. Moreover, several classes of LIMEs, 

such as those produced by sequence manufacturing and organellar transfer have not been 

reported in animal genomes. One explanation for this could be the structural differences 

between plant and animal genomes (e.g., the mitochondria genome is ~350kb in plants 

and ~16kb in animals). A second explanation is methodological: previous analyses of 

animal genomes were limited to finding LIMEs in conserved synteny. Thus, our final 

question is whether the newly discovered multi-copy and repetitive classes of LIMEs are 

unique to plant genomes. The short answer is no. For instance, in Sections 3.8 through 

3.10, there are 619 – 503 = 116 subsequences (i.e. multi-copy elements) present in 

human, mouse and rat. Also, repetitive mammalian LIMES were mentioned in Section 

3.8 but not fully described there as this awaits a more detailed analysis. Such an analysis 

represents not merely a refinement of existing data, but an important hypothesis-driven 

research project into the three questions above. If the common origin of plant and animal 

ultraconservatism hypothesis were true, we would expect to see similar classes of UCEs 

discovered in animal genomes. Thus, the next step is applying the methods of this 
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dissertation to comparatively study animal and plant LIMEs, which will hopefully 

provide the insights to the above questions. 
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